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Non-Partisan Group Joins Hands
To Pass Constitutional Amendment
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Kennedy Bandwagon Rolls Through
Fulton High; Democrats, Cooper Win
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NON-PARTISAN IS THE WAY TO DESCRIBE the enthusiaatte meeting held Wednesday to pass the amendment for a constitutionel convention. Pictured above left to right seri Fred Brady, Fulton County
Republican leader. Mrs. Ward Rushart, county chairwoman for the
(Niue and John Sullivan, president of the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of Commerce.
the need for the study of KenRepresentatives mom civic, cul- tucky's Constitution.
tural and school groups gathered
Teams from East and West Fulat Smith's Sapphire Room on ton P-TA groups will organize on
Wednesday to marshal their forces election day to bring voters to the
to bring about the passage of the polls in the interest (if passing the
amendment to call a constitutional amendment.
convention. Presided over by Mrs.
Meanwhile opposition to the
Ward Bushart, county c,,airwoman
amendment collapsed this week
the group conducted a question
when the State committee for
and answer period and reviewed
Constitution improvement issued a
statement reporting as fiction the
opposition to the amendment.
Both Democrats and Republi-jottings
cans have endorsed the amendfrom
ment to call a convention. The
statement from headquarters follows:
"Opposition to a limited constitution convention call, which is
fictional at its best, completed its
collapse yesterday with a stateContinued on Page Four
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Note Bookl Oil Search In

When 1 left the Democratic National Convention in Los Angeles
this past surruner I did so with the
same great admire:on and respect
for John F. Kennedy as did every
delegate and spectator there.
When people would discuss the
convention with me and ask about
Kennedy's chances to win my
stock remark was: "He's bound to
win. When those Kennedy boys
start moving their organizatkm
over America the election is over."
You and I have seen both
Richard Nixon and John Rell01111E
in operaUon, both personally and
over television. We have heard
their platforms; we have marvelled at their ability to transmit
their programs to the people of
America Many of us have said
up to now, that it would be a close
race. And it might have been had
Nixon pitted his campaign argentzaticm against a less formidable
one.

Senator John F. Kennedy's national victory was
predicted in significant terms at the Fulton High School
on Wednesday morning when the Democratic candidate
won comfortably over his Republican opponent, Richard
Nixon. Kennedy polled 93 votes to Nixon's 73. The votes
were similar for Lyndon Johnson, the Democratic vicepresidential candidate and Henry Cabot Lodge, the Republican candidate.
But in the race for United States Senator there was
ballot-splitting with John Sherman Cooper, the Republican nominee barely nosing out Keen Johnson. The vote
was 86 for Cooper and 78 for Keen Johnson.
Indicative of the effective work that has been done
in Fulton in the areas of other issues on the ballot, the
amendment to call a constitutional convention won
overwhelmingly as did the proposal to issue $100,000,000 in bonds for road and parks. The constitutional
amendment got 109 "yes" votes and only 11 "no" votes.
The bond issue got 118 affirmative votes and only eight
"No" votes.
Wednesday morning the Fulton
High School was a combination
convention hall, election precinct
and a field day for orators. Had
John Kennedy and Richard Nixon
peeped in to see the enthusiasm,
the clash of debate and the remarkable manner in which the
students displayed their knowledge of national politics they
would have learned something for
their own campaigns.

Obion County
Is Continuing

With dynamic Thomas Carney
playing the role of Richard Nixon
and brilliant Josephine Hancock,
the role of John Kennedy the students and this reporter got a fuThe oil men, led by a woman, ture view of what politics will be
Mrs, Pearl A Orenduff, are back later in this generation. Armed
in Union City and the dialing of
test wells for oil or gas at three
or more locations within the
month are in the making.
In fact, Mrs Orenduff said today that she hoped to begin drilling with one and possibly two rigs
by the first of next week.
The oil drilling operation this
L1am it baingi-slase through the
State Conunissioner of HighDrilling - Exploration - Produc- ways Henry Ward this week said
tion Co., of ennessee (DEPCO), a that the parts of the road procompany organized by Mr. and gram that must suffer if the $100
Mrs, Monroe Orenduff. who are million highway and parks bond
from Tulsa, Okla.
Issue does not pass are the rural
road program and the rural secondary program.
DESSERT - COFFEE
A Dessert-Coffee will be sponOn a panel broadcast carried
sored by the First Christian Guild by a network of 43 Kentucky
at the KU kitchen on November radio stations, Ward said the
4 from 10 a, m. to 4 p. m.
state Department of Highways is
holding up all of its plan for
such rural and rural secondary
JUNIOR MUSIC CLUB
The Junior Music Club will meet roads until after the November
on November 8 at 6:45 p. m. at the 8 election.
club home,
Ward said, "If the bond issue

with as many facts as the national
candidates themselves the two
principals charged and countercharged with such outstanding efficiency that the students and this
reporter were caught in the wild.
and tumultuous applause given the
various points made by the candidates.
Clete Beggs, proved a real
match for the quick and sparkling
Carney, pounding the lectern,
flashing pamphlets and generally
making it known that the Democratic party is the party to elect
next Tuesday. Cleta played the
role of Lyndon Johnson, but the
Senator from Tams will never see
the day when he could work up
the crowd as did this fiery young

lady. Bill Leneave, much like the
real life character he portrayed
(Cabot Lodge) employed cool delivery and logic to put across his
points to the "voters."
touched on
The candidates
Quemoy and Matsu, the farm problem, aid to education and elderly citizens and the information
they imparted showed a tremendous knowledge of the issues in the
campaign.
Hal Warren's discussion on the
amendment to call a constitutional
convention obviously accounted
for the tremendous affirmative
vote given the issue. Hal displayed
the fact that he know his subject and was whole-heartedly in
favor of studying the constitution
for a progressive Kentucky.
Pandemonium broke out when
Clete Beggs retaliated to Carney
about Nixon's experience in the
legislative and executive branches.
Said Clete: "Lincoln had legislative and no executive experience
and he was a great president. Herbert Hoover had executive experience and look what he did."
And Carney brought down the
house when, in discussing the islands of Quemoy and Matsu he
said: "Give 'em one thing and
they'll take another," obviously referring to the Communists. But
Josephine Hancock, quick on her
feet. quoted Secretary of State
Herter when she said that the controversial islands are "strategically indefensible."
Judy Moore was taking bows
Wednesday afternoon for her effective campaign work in the
Kennedy campaign while Mike
Walker's associates were patting
Continued from Page Four

County Roads To Suffer If. Bond Issue
Fails, Ward Warns In Report To Voters

I say up until now, because
think that barring any unforeseen
circumstances John Kennedy will
be the next President of the
United States and Lyndon Johnson will be the next vice-president. I do not make these statements because I am an oracle or
because I have any inside irrforination. I glean this information
from the same sources that you
do and that is that the pollsters,
(Ed's Note: The following letter
the surveters and everybody else
says that Kennedy will win from to the editor from a Protestant
anything from a few million to a minister is self-explanatory.)
landslide.
Dear Editor:
In recent weeks, Americans
If the same pattern follows in
the election as did in the conven- have heard and read many statetion you will see the "doubtful" ments about separation of church
States running to join the Kennedy and state. I am a very finn bebandwagon just as they did at liever in this principle. However,
Los Angeles. And there is a band- I do believe that moral principles
wagon, don't you doubt that for a should very definitely govern the
minute, because even the Republi- actions of individual citizens.
tt for
can National chairman announced Moral principles, and tsprt
Wednesday that the Republicans the rights of others have been two
were out to stop the bandwagon outstanding characteristics that
have distinguished us as being
from rolling.
differene from many other naBeing a Democrat I am happy tions of the world. In spite of our
to see the turn of events not so shortcomings and mistakes, our
much because I think that Ken- country is still a stronghold for
nedy is an extremely brilliant, freedom of religion, and separacapable and dedicated man, but tion of church and state as pracmore than anything because it ticed under our democracy.
If we as Individuals expect to
proves that in this land we call
Arnerics, a man can ascend to any
heights without prejudice for race,
creed or color. In this respect I
think it only appropriate to quote
a statement made by George
Washington addressing the First
Baptist Church of Baltimore.
By Mrs. John F. Kennedy
Washington said:
"We have abundant reason to
November 8th now is only days
rejoice, that in this land, the light away. Each day gets more and
of Troth and Reason has triumph- more exciting and more and more
ed over the power of bigotry and filled with suspense.
supersitition, and that every perWednesday I was in New York
son here may worship God according to the dictates of his own with Jack and rode in the ticker
heart. In this enlightened age, and tape parade. Never have I been
in this land of equal liberty, it is more thrilled than I was then to
our boast. that a man's religious see so many thousands of people
tenets will not forfeit the protec- cheering for Jack. Afterwards
tion of the laws, nor deprive him people told me it was the largest
of the right of attaining and hold- crowd since the parade for Linding the HIGHYST offices that are bergh.
That was the last time I'll be
known in the United States."

Religious Prejudice Dangerous To
America, Protestant Minister Warns
maintain a right to our freedom
of religion in this country, we
must continue to respect the rights
of others to believe as they do no
matter how different from us
they may be. As much as I believe
in my own doctrine and church, I
would not want mine to be a state
religion, nor would I want to
deny any other person the full
rights of citizenship because of
any difference in religious faith.
In the minds of some, it seems
that the Catholic Church is the
only danger to freedom of religion in our country.
While the tenets of my religion
do not agree with those taught by
the Catholic Church, neither do
they agree with the beliefs of
many other Protestant groups. I
would not want to live in a society
completely dominated by any one
religious group,
regardless of
Continued on Page Four

does not pass, 3,ve will simply
have to cut oat a lot of projects
we now have planned because
we will not have adequate financing."
Ward explained that it takes
about $20 million a year to match
the federal highway grants that
will be available to Kentucky
for the next few years.
Since 1957, these matching funds
have been from the $100 million
bond issue passed by the state
voters in 1956.
Ward said this bond money
will be exhausted by July, 1961,
and if no new bond money is
available the department faces
three alternatives.
—Simply decline to match and
ose the federal funds. "I assume
Kentuckians do not want that to
happen."
Raise taxes to provide the $20
million a year needed to match
the federal grants. He said this
would require a 2 1-2 cent per
gallon increase in present gasoline taxes.
—Eliminate the building of rural
roads and rural secondary roads
almost entirely.
Ward assured the panel of radio
tation executives that if the
Continued on Page Four

TRAP SHOOT
The third trap shoot, sponsored
by the Fulton Jaycees, will be held
Sunday. November 6, at the Kitty
League ball park at 1 p. in.
BEETHOVEN MUSIC CLUB
The Beethoven Music Club will
meet at 3 p. m. at the club home
on November 8.

Siegel Donates 30
Jackets To School
Fulton High School is proud of
its gift of 30 boys corduroy sports
jackets received from the Henry I.
Siegel Company of Fulton. Jim
Huffine, local manager. made the
presentation,
The coats, which are the property of the school, are for the members of the football and basketball
squads, managers and coaches.

HOORAY FOR OUR SIDE these smiling students are saying as they
rejoiced in the ale-non of John F. Kennedy on Wednesday morning.
Left to right are: Karen Dublin, Kennel editor. Clete Bergs (Lyndon
Johnson stand-in) Lynn Bushart, Judy Moore the winning campaign
ehairman and Josephine Hancock, the stand-in foe Senator John Kennedy. The boys in the back are Bobby Joe Hancock and Hal Warren.
both Democrats for Kennedy.

SMILING BEFORE THE OUTCOME that's what Charles Rice liefti
and Warren Nanney are doing as these two staunch Kennedy supporters cast their votes on Wednesday morning et Fulton High SchooL
More Pictures and News on Page 4.

Two Killed In
Auto Crash
A 1957 Ford station wagon skidded out of control and rammed
headlong into a bricige railing on
the Union City - Martin highway
late Monday night, killing-tyro of
the three persons in the car.
Trooper William E, Melton of
McKenzie, who investigated, said
the accident occurred about four
miles west of Martin in Weekley
county about 11 Monday night.
The trooper identified the dead
as Mrs. Elyse Parrish Copeland.
22, Route 3, McKenzie, the mother
of four children, and James Robert Allison, 32, Huntington. Charles W. Allison, brother of James
Robert, was the third person in
the car and was reported not injurecL

Combs To Speak,
Start Motorcade
On Lake Street

Kennedy's Philosophy To Help
Farmer Right, Statistics Show
While Richard Nixon soft-pedals
the aid he will give to the farmers
and John Kennedy speaks specifically about the help he believes
th farmers will need, a well-informed resident in Fulton County
brought in the following figures
about the farmers' importance to
the national economy. The figures
were compiled from a bulletin
published by the Tennessee Agricultural Extension service. They
follow:
Food is cheap. It has been getting cheaper for years, based on
that part of your income that
goes for food.
Mr. Consumer, did you know
that 23 per cent of all consumer
income was spent for food in the
years 1935-39. And in the year
1959, only 21 per cent of the consumer income went for food. And
that isn't all—if the consumer ate
the same as he did 20 years ago,

he would be spending only 16 percent of his income for food. But
the consumer now has an improved diet and more services for each
food dollar he now spends.
Food is cheaper another way.
You don't have to work as long to
get it. For work done, the consumer is getting more food. Let's
take a look at what an hour of
factory labor would buy in 193539 and in 1960. Seven loaves of
bread now compared to 10, 2 1-2
pounds of chuck roast compared
to 3, 2 dozen engi now compared
to 3 dozen, 5 quarts of milk now
compared to 8,,,2 dozen oranges
compared now to 2 1-2 dozen and
8 cans of tomatoes now compared
to 11 1-2 cans.
What the farmer gets doesn't
affect your cost much. A good example is cotton. For the purchase
of a broadcloth shirt, the consumer pays about $3.94 of which
Continued on Pepe Ten

Governor Combs
Governor Bert T. Combs will
make Fulton his headquarters this
Friday when the chief executive
and his party will arrive in Fulton
Friday afternoon and attend a
fund-raising dinner for the Democratic party. The dinner will be
held at Smith's Cafe at seven
o'clock, Democratic leaders from
all over West Kentucky are expected to be here for the event.
Governor Combs is expected to
spend the night in adton and
then start out early for a whirlwind motorcade of the First District, which begins in Wickliffe at
8:45 a. m.
The Governor will return to
Fulton at noon for lunch and a
speaking engagement on Lake
Street at one p. m. All Democrats
are urged to join the motorcade
Continued On Pape Five
EDUCATION WEEK

Jacqueline Kennedy 'At Home' To Await Two Big Events Soon
campaigning with Jack before the
election as my doctor has now said
I should stay hi Washington. Sorry
as I STri not to go with him more,
I'm glad to be home with Caroline
now because she keeps seeing her
father's picture on lapel pins and
bumpers and wondering why so
many people are talking about
him and why he isn't home more
often. (Ed's Note: The Kennedys
are expecting their second child
momentarily.)
Several days ago the Sub-committee on Medical Care for the
Aged released its report for the
Women's Committee for the New

Frontier. So many people all over
the country had written me about
this problem that I was particularly interested in what they had
to say. So often this is considered
a problem affecting only older
people, whereas, actually it equally affects those younger people
who take care of their parents
and sometimes must choose between this and educating their
children.
The report stressed the importance of paying for increased medical care through the social security system rather than requiring
that older people pass an income

or means test in order to get medical benefits. This way each person pays for his own medical care
by contributing during his working years to a system which provides assistance in the later years
when he needs help to meet his
medical bills.
Yesterday Dr. Benjamin Spock
was in town and stopped by the
house to see me. Along with most
mothers in the country, I have
read his books and admire him
greatly. It was fascinating to talk
to him not only about children, but
also about his views on education
and medical care for the aged. He

November 6-12 is American Education Week.

CITY COUNCILS MEET
is most anxious that there be immediate legislation to build more
The Fulton and South Fulton
schools and provide for higher
city councils are scheduled to meet
salaries for teachers. I'm glad to
In regular monthly session Monsay, he believes that Jack is the
day night, Nov. 7.
man best qualified to build on a
realistic program in these fields.
FARM BUREAU MEET
I also had an interesting chat
Lexington
will play host to the
with Mrs. Kefauver, Mrs. Gore
and Mrs. Ellington from Tennes- 41st annual convention of the Kensee. who were most encouraging tucky Farm Bureau Federation,
about the election In their state. I scheduled for four days beginning
hope reports from everywhere will on November 13. Officials in the
State Farm Bureau office at Loucontinue to be good, and that
isville expect a record attendance
everyone will vote on November of more than 1500 farm people
Ith.
from 115 countries.

Your 'Yes' Vote For Constitutional Convention
Means Only A Study Of Issue, Not To Change It
The Union County Advocate, one
of Kentucky's prize-winning newspapers expressed our sentiments completely when they editorialized recently on the great need for a proposed constitutional convention. While a
few misguided, misinformed malcontents roam the state attempting to defeat the issue on the ballot, we concur
whole-heartedly with the sentiments
expressed in the Union County Advocate. The editorial follows:
"When planning a long and vital
trip, the wise motorist usually takes
his car by a garage for a check-up. He
doesn't fear that competent mechanics will scrap a good automobile
in need of a little repair. Neither
should Kentuckians fear that a convention called to check only some outmodel parts would scrap a good constitution.
"As Kentucky starts upon a vital
journey to overtake the rest of the
nation in this nuclear age, the state
constitution—a good vehicle of government—needs a check-up in 12 of
its parts. in them, the 1891-model vehicle has developed a few coughs and
rattles. Its brakes are grabbing in
dangerous places on the road.
"A convention is being proposed
on the November 8 ballot to study
limited repair of this vehicle. If the
voters approve, the 1962 Legislature
would provide for election of delegates, the most competent constitutional mechanics that the people
could choose.
"Voters do not have to decide November 8 on whether the constitution
needs revision; they decide only on
whether to take it to the shop for inspection.
"Here, the people's delegates
could not tamper with the whole vehicle but could suggest repairs for
only 12 parts. The people could accept

I

THE AMERICAN WAY

OP WILLIAM IL

"Should they approve, then their
representatives and senators would
provide for election of delegates in
November, 1962, to convene in February, 1963. Then, as pointed out before, whatever revisions are made
would be submitted to the voters.

"From these deliberations can
emerge a vehicle of government for
the age of space travel. In tightening
its rickety parts, the revisionists can
only protect it from collapse and preserve in the new age its eternal principles from the old.
"A vote for a convention November 8 is a docision to defend the
constitution from its own weakenness, rather than to scrap it."

LUP
VOTE November 8!
FROM THE FILE:3:—

Turning Back The Clock-November 1, 1940
The Russellville Panthers won
over the Fulton Bulldogs 14 to 12
here Friday night in the last home
game scheduled for the Bulldogs.
A 1936 Dodge automobile, accupied by C. F. Covington, colored
and his wife, Emma Covington,
was struck by I. C. train No. 2 at
10 Wednesday morning at the College street crossing in South Fulton. Covington received cuts about
the face and head and his wife
was uninjured. The car was completely demolished.
Miss Elizabeth Williamson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Wil-

liamson. Hickman highway, has
been named as Home Economist
for this district by the Kentucky
Utilities Company.
Louis Ford. of Hickman, whose
number was 158, was the first
number drawn in the draft lottery
Tuesday.
The South Fulton Red Devils
remain undefeated this season, as
they defeated Mounds, championship team of Southern Illinois, 42
to 12 here last Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Hastings
announce the birth of a son, born
Monday, Oct. 28, in the HawsWeaver Clinic.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK
around town with

Why Vote?
By George R. Fitzgerald
First Lieutenant,
U. S. Air Force Reserve
There is something vibrant and
hopeful—even colorful—about elections in a free society: the campaign
rallies and speeches, buttons and banners, journalists' quips and cartoons,
and whistle stops in every nook and
cranny throughout this vast Republic.
During campaign time the young and
old become a pleasant mixture of the
gay and sober politician. "May the
best man win!" becomes the national
slogan.
THE MORE freedom a nation
has, the more intelligent and informed must its citizens be to use that
freedom well. Voting is both a privilege and a duty. The right to vote
creates responsibilities. We are obligated to weigh issues carefully. Voting for a man because of family traditions or his looks is not intelligent
voti
—When the American people preparr-to go to the polls, the world
watches. Why? Because America is a
free nation—a world leader. What
happens in Washington affects nearly
every nation on earth. When our candidates speak on disarmament, foreign aid, social security, medical benefits for the aged, labor and business
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problems, missle programs or the
price of Cuban sugar, the world listens. America is committed to world
leadership. So the world has a heavy
stake, for better or worse, in the way
Americans regard their voting privileges and duties.
NO CANDIDATE can expect to
escape the piercing look of a well-informed, free voting public. What is
the candidate's view on a fair wage
and aid to poor and underdeveloped
nations? What is his attitude on scandals in our public life; his policy toward the physical, educational and
spiritual health of our nation? What
are his plans for cooperation with
other nations for peace and justice in
the world?
DEMOCRACY works only when
4th citizens are interested and informed. A society which says "let's leave
the government to the politicians" becomes lazy and stagnant. It surrenders its freedom. In a democracy everyone must be a politician. The word
"politician" is a noble word. It refers
to the art of running a government
well. We must keep politics healthy.
Each of us must vote for the best man'.
A free people has a serious obligation
to take an interest in their government.
If the day ever comes in this nation when we're not allowed to wor,shin God according to the light of conscience, it will be because for years
We never thought it mattered for
whom we voted.
HONESTY, justice and prudence
—all the virtues with which we like
to pride ourselves—are basic to good
government. The man for whom we
vote. pleete4 from the people, by the
people. and for the people, will serve
all the people.
Listen! Weigh the issues! Know
your candidates and their platforms.
Vote intelligently! Vote for the BEST
man!
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or reject whatever revision was made
"In repairing their constitution,
the people have a hand in every turn
of the wrench. First, their elected representatives and senators in the Genral Assembly have to call in two consecutive sessions for an election on a
convention. This was done in the 1959
special and 1960 general session of the
Legislature. Then the people vote,
which they will do November 8, on
the proposal for a convention.

"This may seem a dilatory rate
of work in putting our vehicle of government in shape for a journey into
a swift age—four or five years at the
very minimum, three sessions of the
General Assembly, three elections.
"But this deliberation—not dilatoriness—is a safeguard. It ensures
that many constitutional experts of
various political beliefs will have a
hand in the revision and provide a
check upon each other. No single administration at Frankfort has total
influence; the Governor in office
when revision is proposed is not in office when it is adopted. Over all, the
people reign.

100 Years Ago This Week

Ouida Jewell
The Fulton City police report
that Monday night was the "best
Halloween ever had in Fulton."
There were many people—both
young and old—out in town,
either trick or treating, soaping
windows and cars, walking around
In their costumes or driving
around to see the sights.
But, according to police, no
damage by pranksters was reported,
A good joke was played on
Hugh Fly, owner of the Derby
Restaurant, Halloween night by
his wife, Ann, and three of his
waitresses.
The waitresses, dressed up in
costimes, paid a visit to the Fly
horn. in Highlands. After they
had identified themselves to Ann,
she told them to go to the Derby,
walk in and pick up a bag of the
Jaycee candy, as she was runnnig
low for the "trick or treaters".
The girls did just that, with Mr.
Fly looking on. But, they got one
each. Mr. rrk said, "That will be
one dollar each." The girls kept
going out the door. Mr. Fly came
from behind the counter. He said,
"That belongs to the Jaycees." The
girls ran. Mr. Fly was right behind them. But, he gave up the
race, when they cut across his
back yard.
Later, the girls and Mrs. Fly returned to the restaurant, with
Mrs. Fly bringing the extra two
bags of candy.
Was Mr. Fly's face red! And,
he sure has received some ribbing! Some joke, eh!
One of the bravest men I know
is Constable John Adams of South
Fulton!
Recently, some Union City men
were in Fulton drinking beer.
They got into a fuss with some
Fulton men. The Union City
group went home and returned
with more friends, and the two
groups—from Union City and from
Fulton—met out on a country
road about three miles south of
here.
The South Fulton police department received a couple of complaints from residents of the area,
telling of a brawl—of a large
group of men fighting with clubs,
black-jacks and knifes.
Constable Adams was called and

he went, alone to investigate.
When he arrived upon the scene,
there were about thirty men and
boys fighting, according to Constable Adams.
I understand that Adams told the
group, "I haven't come here to
hurt anyone, or to get hurt, but
will you all get in your cars and
follow me to the court house?"
About eleven of the group did
as he asked. Those of age were
fined and four minors were put on
a "sundown curfew" of one month
by the Obion County Judge.
I understand that the judge told
Adams, he had two of the toughest
men in Obion County in the group
—that they had almost beaten a
man to death some time back.
John (Constable Adams) was
advised not to attempt to handle
such a large fighting group alone,
any more.
I volunteered my services to
John, just in case he had to go out
alone on such a case again, and of
course, I know he'll do just that!
Don't you too, think he's a very
brave young man? The next time
you see him, tell him so.
Miss Pauline
Waggener of
Crutchfield, who is teaching at
DuQuoin, fli., and her Home Ec
girls will appear on TV on November 5 from 11:30 to 12 a. m.
They will be on Channel 3, the
Harrisburg. fll. TV station. Miss
Waggener is the daughter of Mrs.
Inez and the late Shelby Waggener
of Crutchfield.
Another letter
camas from
Borderland Books, Anchorage, Ky.
It follows:
"Dear Miss Jewell:
We are enclosing ota check in
the amount of $6.00 for which
please send us three copies of
your "From My Scrapbook", at
your earliest convenience.
"We believe that this is our third
order. Had we known that we
would be so successful in selling
these, we would have ordered a
larger quantity originally.
"Incidentally, if you can offer us
a quantity discount on orders of
ten or more copies, we would appreciate your advising.
Yours very truly,
Borderland Books
Philip R. Cloutier"
Now, isn't that nice? Local peo-

The Prince of Wales visited the
United States during the early
autumn of 1860. In some newspapers there were small cries of
"We won our independence" and
varioue other forms of flag-raising. but the nation vet out to welcome the son of Queen Victoria
and Prince Albert to our States.
Cities outdid themselves, and
everywhere the ladies were a
twitter over the slightest handwave of the Prince. (With ladles,
the Prince seldom stopped at a
mere hand-wave.) On September
25, the papers announced that the
Prince went quail shooting in Illinois and killed 28 birds. His party
killed 185. His Highness would go
to St. Louis on the 26th.
Before the real Prince of Wales
got to St. Louis, he had an impersonator, and St. Louis had a
very noisy "practical" joke played
on the entire town. A man named
Bohanan got up a party similar to
the Princes, dressed the men in
theatre attire, and let it be known
that they were the party of the
Prince of Wales, but they did not
want to enter St. Louis officially
at that time. These notices were
spread over St. Louis. and very
soon every lady with a carriage
was fighting to be in the Prince's
parade.
The bogus party stepped off the
ferryboat from East St. Louis and
found waiting a "splendid carriage
with liveryed footman. They
were received with shouts of Soy
by British citizens. The crowd began to crow, and tried to unhitch
the horses so they could pull the
carriage through the streets themselves.
"Every woman In town tXd to
get close to the Royal carriage.
Those in carriages tried everything

ple may purchase books at the
Rebel Store.
We were so glad to learn that
Carl Hurst, Fulton High football
player who was seriously injured
In a ball game recently. was returned to his home here last
Thursday in a Hornbeak ambulance. Hurst had been a patient in
the Baptist Hospital for the past
several weeks.
We would like to wish "Happy
Birthday" to Mrs. Maude Elliott,
who will observe her 81st birthday
cm Thursday, November 3. She is
at the home of her daughter. Mrs.
A. W. Mullins. Fulton, Route 3,
where she is eonvalesing from a
broken hip. How about sending
Mrs. Elliott cards' I know- she
would more than appreciate them
Congratulations to Miss Nancy
Faulkner, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Faulkner of Route 3,
Union City, a graduate of South
Fulton High School. who has been
elected secretary-treasurer of Delta Kappa, women's residence hall
organization at UTMB. She is an
honor roll student.

passible to get the Prtsee to wave
to them . and sew sad thee be
gave them an indolent wave of his
hand which set them eft into
ecstasies of delight."
The short of it was that the
crowd saw the Prince to his hotel.
where he said he was tired and
needed rest so the crowd permitted him to enter his hotel for a few
moments privacy. That was the
last seen of the man, within a few
moments it was spread about that
it was no Prince at all, but the
joke loving Mr. &Aaron. Needless to say, Mr. Bohanan had no
friends left in the parade, but the
City as a whole seemed ready to
forgive him. Fact. the City seemed
to be proud of the man, and the
papers reprinted tales of his former pranks.
At one time, Bohanan had pretended to have a keg of gunpowder
which he sat on the open fire in a
banquet hall. The wooden keg began to burn. Bohanen stood back
to enjoy the fire, and the banqueters scattered to "safe" places
blocks away. They found out later
that the keg was filled with black
sand. and that Bohanan had enjoyed the banquet after the other
had left.
A favorite trick of Bohanan. It
was said, was to throw his voice
into the street while soldiers %veer
drilling. The officer giving the
orders would order the men to
march, a voice would then order
them to halt, turn around, should
er arms And soon there would he
a great mix-up with frayed tempers. St. Louis was showing signs
that some people were a bit weary
of Mr. IFlohanan's Jokes. Just the
same, the Nation laughed at the
"Prince of Wales" parade, for the
men of the land were getting a bit
,
wary of the real Priace.
Perhaps one reason wily Rf)hana n was allowed to escape without punishment was that his jokes
took the people's minds off the
worsening relations between the
North and the South.
On September 23, of 1860, there
was one of these "Fugitive Slave
Cases" which were becoming so
common. A United States marsh.il
and two deputies went into Iberia.
Morrow County. Ohio. with warrants to arrest three fugitive
slaves. One of the slaves was captured and examined by a magistrate who, by law, could only send
the man back to his master. One
of the deputies was set upon by
a crowd of 60 to 70 men who
handled him roughly. The deputy
had his clothes torn off, his monev
taken away, and was then threatened with hanging. The crowd
finally decided to cut off the man's
hair and free him. Shooting broke
out between the 'crowd and the
other deputy and the marshal.
One member of the crowd was
wounded, the officers were obliged to leave without the prisoners.
The papers were filled with
such news. No wonder that most
men preferred to hear of the antics
of jokesters such as Bohanan?
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Complete Assortment, all Sizes. Styles

White Bibles

White Testaments

PINK AND BLUE SMALL TESTAMENTS

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Lake Street
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The Whitnel Funeral Home
Cadillac Ambulance Service
- - _ always Dependable, Courteous
and Efficient.

A Memorial Service
- - with Sympathy and Dignity
408 Eddings Street

Tel. 88

Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs
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RAI

A satisfied customer is our
best testimonial. That it
why we give you fast,
efficient, technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. it
all adds-up to saving you
money!
Antennas Installed

Roper Television

306 Main Street
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Mrs.
Cary Frields, News correspondent,
the following old newspaper article, and at that time the temperature was hitting the high 90 degrees and "by only reading it, just
cooled things off a bit around the
Frields household", Mrs Frields
said.
Mrs. Edd Frields, too, reratmbers all about it and they both
read and re-read this very interesting article written by Mr.
Peerv's father, the late J. L. Peery.
It reads as follows:

MEMORIES OF THE
1110 SNOW ...
By 1. L. Peery
In the fall of 1885, I with my
mother, brother and sisters moved
to Martin, and settled in a house
In the south part of town near the
I. C. Railroad, about where the old
tobacco factory now stands that
belonged to Jim Lovelace. I do not
remember very much about the
weather until February 1886. The
first day of February (which was
first Monday) dawned bright and
fair, reasonably werm and men
were going about in their shirtsleeVes until late afternoon when
it began to get chilly and began
to get cloudy. It began snowing
seine time after night.
On the morning of February 2
the snow was nine inches deep at
day light and still snowing strong.
At noon it was 17 inches. In the
afternoon the wind erotie to a regular gale and the snow increased
until it was difficult to see a man
acroan the street. It was hard, to
walk against it or to see where to

I won found I was making no pro- Mr. Wilks bought all

the buckets
gress and the snow was falling all he could get and the train crews
over me, 90 I put on an overcoat formed a line and brought water
and turned my back on it and from a pond that was just above
worked my way through it back- the Railroad crossing where the
Union depot now stands. After
wards. they had filled them and raised
The morning of Wednesday. the
steam they shoveled snow into the
3rel of February, dawned fair and
tender and turned steam on it to
with
right
smart
AU!
cold
wind
make water.
blowing. It is hard to say just how
deep the snow was because it was Mr. B. M. Pointer was telegraph
so badly drifted it was hard to operator at that time.
There were 2 car loads of mules
find an average. But the best measurement I could get ran .around that had been shut up in the cars
30 inches. However, I saw drifts so long they had to get them out
in Martin 10 or more feet deep. and water and feed them. They
Early Werineaday morning Martin could not get to the stock pen. The
began digging out from under. Mr. snow was drifted some eight or
J. I. Wilics, mayor at that time, ten feet deep around the shed.
and also station agent for the I. C.
They ran the cars on the crossrailroad, hired every man he could ing and built a tram way and
get either white or colored, to shoveled out a path to the shed,
shovel until he had about 75 men and unloaded them on the railat work and would have had more road crossing, then drove them to
but ran out of shovels. He bought the shed. Meanwhile Mr. Wilks
every shovel in Martin and need- was having the walks cleaned all
ed more.
over town as fast as he could but
The first job was to get to the it took two or three days to open
passenger cars that were left one- them and Martin wasn't half as
half mile down the track the night large then as it is now. The railbefore. About 10 o'clock they got road stayed blocked until Thursa path shoveled out down the day afternoon, when a snow plow
track to the cars and the passen- came through from the north and

gers got out and walked up to the cleared the track. This passenger
hotel. Mr. George F. Bowden was train that I spoke of set there from

running the hotel at that itrne.
I feel Mse I could not be doing
justice to his memory if I did not
stop just here and relate this little
incident.
When the passengers hod left

the train tt was found there was
a woman with a little child about
two or three years old that had no
money and she wouldn't go to the
because she had no money.
walk. A man could easily get lost. hotel
they arrived sonworve told
It began to get clerk about 4 o'- When
Mr.
Bowden
about the case and he
clock, in fact most people kept called his porter
him to
their lamps burning all afterieron. get her. He wentandandtoldtook
the
All railroads were blockaded. child on his back and she walked
The passenger train from the south the path behind him
He gave her
due here about 1 o'clock didn't ar- the same fare the rest of them got
rive till 9 p. m. it had two engines and kept her as long as he did the
and stuck Just in front of our rest.
house It WAS still snowing 90 hard Those two engines that were out
we could scarcely we the lights. of water needed to be fixed up, so
They cut the engines from the
coaches and walked way up to the
depot and by that time they were
both out of water and had to cool
down. They couldn't get back to
•STOP DRIPPING PIPES
the coaches. At this point I went
•INMATE HOT and
to bed and didn't know anything
COLD WATER LINES
more about it until the next mom-

INSULATE TOUR PIPES

never saw
such a sight in my life. The snow
was drifted until it looked like little hills where no hills were. My
first job was to get to the well and
get a bucket of water. Down next
to the house the wind had swept
the ground bare. But between me
and the well was a drift—I
couldn't stand no the ground and
see over. I had no shovel 90 I
tackled with my hands and feet.
The next morning I

Lrrs RAVE A PlUTTY

•STOP FREEZING
h brief cold snips
VIRAP-011 INSULATION
Is an easy do-lt-yoursalf }ob. Simply way oath.fiber glass

insulation & cover with the included
vapor sr"' •'^^ s•kr covers 17 ft.

BUILDERS SUPPLY,INC.
$01 Walnut — Mona, H. $0O

Talton, Ky.
441-44 Lake Street

FT'S

711

Fulton

me

rel. 88

ONLY $209.95
t RASE

EXTRA)

The ADMIRAL WASHINGTON
Ultra-slim table !nodal with 23' picture tube. 'Fran,former-powered 20,000 volt chassis. Push-pull on-off
control. Full fidelity opoalgor. 19W h..25)t• w.,16W d.
Matching twee (opt.). Metal cabinet. TO24K 120—
Charcoal, TG241L122—Bitahogatax T(124K123 —
Montle Oak.

salad

See us for the best deal in town
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WOOD & PRUITT
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WHAT A NAME

Tammany nan, local Democratic headquarters in New York City,
is named after the Society of
Public Speaking is the topic for Tammany, founded in 1789 as a
study in the homemakers Novem- 'fraternity of patriots." The original Tammany, relates World Book
ber meetings.
Encyclopedia, was a Delaware InEvery club was represented by dian chief known for his wisdom
two leaders at the training school
conductd by Miss Wilma Vandiver,
Assistant State Leader of Hanle
Demonstration Agents;
This lesson is of interest to
every person In the county who
would like to express themselves
more clearly.
The leaders are planning workships as a part of the lesson.
Don't miss the fun.

DUTCH MILL MOTEL
2ellol It ltEaTtURANT
Nla,field. h,.
GOOD FOollD SERVED
AROUND THE CLOCK
Where The Traveler
, Steps E.ery Time'
Geo. Brand

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Bich, True
Bourbon

5th ..
$4.00
Pint ......$2.50
. . $1.30
Vi Pint
(4 Years Old)

f

Mrs. Charles Hickerson was
elected Public Speaking County
Chairman by the group.

LAr

The resident of the U. S. may
be the most powerful man in the
world, but his wife can't redecorate her home without the approval of Congress. World Book
Encyclopedia reports that it requires an act of Congress to
change any feature of the state
rooms, which are used for public
affairs in the White House.

-
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CITY DRUG Co.
l'hoee 7v
108 Lake Street

UP

Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints $2.95
Half Pints $1.50

And 88 Proof Straight ECTIlrben Whiskey I Years Old

HIR.AM WALKER & SONS, NC., PEORIA ILL.
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IMSEMERIMAT MAKES SENSE

PEST!

FOUR CYUNDERS TO SAVE GAS!

THE NEW SWEET RUNNING

4 ENGINE
TROPHY
PONTIAC PERFORMANCE SPECIALLSTSI
FROM

The new Trophy 4 engine puts real
performance in the Tempest and
cuts gasoline bills to boot. This new
baby is eager to more out for
safe passing. Holds the going pace
on any expressway. Breezes up steep
hills in high gear. This new 195 cubic
inch displacement,450 inclined,short
stroke, 4 cylinder engine has a wide
range of h.p. ratings. With singlebarrel carburetor and stick shift:
110 h.p. (regular gas) or 120 h.p.
(premium gas). With the same carburetor and 'extra cost, automatic
shift: 130 h.p. (regular gas) or 140
h.p.(premium gas ). Want still more?
Order the 4-barrel carburetor with
the automatic and jump the output
to 155 h.p. (Or buy the 155 h.p.
aluminum V-8 option.)

Fulton, Kentucky

155 H.P. FROM FOUR CYLINDERS!

Rear axle drive and transmission are
combined (a trans-axle). Flexible
shaft from front engine delivers
smooth, quiet power. Perfect 50-50
balance gives a flat, level ride that
no other new-size car can touch.
Rides like the big ones! An
equal load on every wheel. Steering
is light and easy! Better braking
and improved traction in snow,sand
or mud! Independent suspension at all wheels. Swing
axles keep Tempest on an even keel
over bumps, ruts, dips and holes!
112' wheelbase. Long enough for
a cradled ride—short enough to
handle like a sports car. Big 15'
wheels.Good road clearance. Long
tire life. (13' compact tires turn at
least 4900 more times to go 100
miles.) Seats six men. The big
transmission hump is gone. The
middle man can stretch out size 12
brogans! Wide-Track, too! The
track is up to 3 inches wider than
most compacts. Less lean. Less
sway. Better cornering. Pontiac

PAWED:WITH THE COMPACT'S

dealers have it—and they
have it now! A four-door sedan
... a station wagon ... a full line-up
of accessories. Try the Tempest out
for an hour—you'll want in for
keeps! It's priced with the compacts!

Ownera

FULL QUART $5.00
?'
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night, 9 o'clock until
Thursday afternoon at 4 p. m.. and
then came a coal shortage. For
two or three weeks after the snow
fell they cauldn't get any, coal in
Martin. Lots of people got out of
coal and would buy, borrow or
steal from one another. When they
did finally get a car through it was
divided around. They wouldn't let
anybody have but just a certain
amount. Fortunately, after a few
days it turned warm, and the snow
melted so fast the rivers and
creeks all got in flood stage and
in about ten days it was about all
gone except the big drifts.
I can't think of but two men who
were living in Martin at that time
that still live there and they are
T. H. Farmer and G. W. Hall, and
I guess they could tell some things
that perhaps I have forgotten.

PERFECT Aik BALANCE

Most compiete stock in
West Kentucky

U.
airs

Tuesday

Homemakers Plan
Study of Public
Speaking Program

'LATH

I C•11111MITCNI AND AUTOMATIC 111•141MISSION. IXTRA.COST OPTIONS

THE NEW TEMPEST IS ON DISPLAY TODAY AT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALERSHIP

KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
101 West Stale Line

South Fulton. Tenn.

Clyde Corum,Long Time Magistrate
In Fulton County Dies On Monday
Clyde M. Comm. Fulton County
magistrate from the Crutchfield
community (District 2) for the
past 16 years, was found dead on
his farm about 2 p. m. Monday.
He was 67.
• • • •
The vacancy occasioned by
the death of Mr. Comm will be
tilled by Governor Bert Combs.
Governor Combs told the News
on Wednesday that he will make
the appointment as soon as pos-

sible.
• • • •

His body was discovered by Damon Vick, a neighbor.
According to Mrs. Corum, her
husband left home around 11 a. m.
to go to a woods' lot on his farm
for some wood. When he failed to
come home for lunch, Mrs. Corum,
who has been ill, contacted Vick
and asked him to go and search
for her husband.
Vick left the house around 1:30
p. m. and within 30 minutes found
Mr. Corum laying beside his truck.
which had already been loaded.
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OVER A MILLION ZENITH USERS
Tune TV From Their Easy Chairs

on Crutchfield, Route 1.
He was born April 2, 1893 at
Crutchfield. son of Alexander and
Elizabeth Hc•odenpyle Corum. He
was a member of the Methodist
Church at Crutchfield.

SPACE COMMAND

Besides his wife, he leaves two
sons, Capt. James E. Corum of
San Francisco, Calif., and AT. P.
Sheehan of Fulton. Route 4; a
brother. Walter Comm of Crutchfield; seven grandchildren and
several nieces and nephews.
Services were held at the Whitnet Funeral Home chapel at 3
p. m. Wednesday The Rev. J. F.
McMinn and the Rev. E. R. Bell
officiated Burial was in Pleasant.
View Memorial Gardens on the
Clinton Highway.

Turkey Shoot To
Be Held Sunday

REMOTE

TUNING

PHOTOGRAPHIC TRICKERY . .. And the News is guilty of the
would
charge. Not knowing whether the Republicans or Democrats
reporter
win the mock election held at Fulton High Wednesday, the
new for
took both side. winning . . but these smiles may be tears
the Nixon partisans. Pictured left to right are: Kay Morris, coeditor
left
of the Kennel, and Karen Dublin. Kennel editor.: the boys from
(Nixon
to right are Bill Laatesve. (Lodge stand-in); Thomas Carney,
stand-in. Mike Walker, GOP chairman and Jim Burton. Kay and
•
Karen were for Kennedy.

NON-PARTISAN—
(Continued from Page 1)

ment by a distinguished Kentuckian, Judge Edward C. O'Rear
of Versailles, that he is NOT an
official of the so-called Committee
of 1.000.
"That collapse, which was certain to come, began when Mr.
Harry LaViers, Paintsville business man, denounced the group
for using the name which was employed during the 1947 campaign
when LaViers. O'Rear and others
opposed the call for an UNLIMITED constitutional convention.
"It continued when it was revealed that statements released ia
the name of Mitchell Fannin, its
alleged Factitive Director, were
actually issued when he was more
than a thousand miles from Kentucky. To date, Fannin has not
been found by newsmen.
"Yesterday, in an interview by
Bill Small, WHAS News Director,
the collapse became final when
Judge O'Rear told Small that he
has no official connection with the
group.
"The so-called Committee of
1,000 now emerges as the Committee of half-a-dozen, give or
take, one or two."
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this year and point out needs for
future growth as part of the 1960
community development program,
according to chairman of the Community Development Committee
Harry Huether, of Lexington.
The teams are composed of industrial and community development specialists and will take
along depth questionnaires or evaluation sheets for checking results.
Huether said that "beautification" — theme of the 161 community development contest would
be high on the list of the evaluation plan. Other topics include
tourist potential, industrial potential, transportation. recreation,
municipal improvements, health,
sanitation, education, retail trade,
youth, agriculture, city planning
and spiritual welfare.
Among towns to be visited are:
Central City, Clinton. Elkton. Fulton, Greenville. Hickman. Murray, Princeton, Marion. Russellville, Eddyville, Bowling Green,
Corydon, Dawson Springs, Franklin, Leitchfield, Madisonville, Morganfield, Sturgis, Hartford, Calhoun, Bardstown. CdffnpbellsviIle,
Columbia, Ed montori, Eliza bet h town.
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HENRY WARD—
(C,•ntineed from Page 1)

A Large Selection Of

DOLLS - WAGONS
'TRICYCLES
And A Very Large Selection
Of All Kinds Of TOYS

A SMALL DEPOSIT
Will Hold Your Selection
Until CHRISTMAS!

Fulton, Ky.

Danish Modern Styling
THE 11011110401111 • Model F3342
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TV

Time TV from your easy chair!

Religious Prejudice—

(Continued from Pape Ofte)
whether that group, was a Protestant group or Catholic group. I do
not trust the intentions of any religious body or church that attempts to influence the political
beliefs of its members or our society as a whole. When the religious affiliation of any candidate for
public office is attacked and used
as a reason to brand him as being
dangerous to our country's government, it is that attack, and the
prejudice behind it that is dangerous. If one person can be denied the rights of full citizenship
because of his religious beliefs,
any other person could also be
Kennedy Bandwagon—
him on the back also Judy and denied those rights.
Mike were campaign managers for
This letter is not an endorsethe Democrats and Republicans, ment of any political candidate. It
respectively.
is my firm conviction that no
Bobby Jo Hancock conducted church, or minister speaking in
the events of Wednesday morning the name of his church should enand Lynn Bushart gave a complete dorse any political candidate
and through biography of Senator against another. As ministers, it
Kennedy.
seems that we are commissioned
The mock election was conduct- to preach and teach the Scriptures,
staff
ed by the Kennel
with Karen and minister unto the spiritual
Dublin, editor and Kay Morris, co- needs of those who need our adeditor of the paper, in charge. vice and help. In my opinion,
They are to be commended for when any minister of any religitheir civicmindness and their ous faith attempts to influence
efficiency. No student could vote voting, he has broken the principle
In the election unless they had of
separation of church and state.
registered previously. The DemoRev. William L. Cottrell, Jr.
crats registered out-numbered the
Republicans.

the bond issue is passed, no additional lazes will be necessary
for amortization of the bonds.
He pointed out that the 1956
lighway bond issue requires only
$3.5 million a year from current revenues for amortization
•equirements of both bond issues probably would not exceed
even million a year at the most
from current rel'enues.
Ward emphasized that every
county in the state has an interest in the matching of federal
funds for higly purposes. He
said miany loci-I—officials do not
realize that there is a great numsecondary
ber of federal-aid
oads in every county of the state
which are eligible for federal
aid partcipation.
He said he surprised Pike couity officals last week by pointng out that that county alone
las 350 miles of FAS roads.
Ward said, "Every county in
entucky will get its fair share
if the receipts of the bond issue
rn this type of highways which
are important
Aghways."
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Fulton To Get Report
From Evaluation Teams

A turkey shoot will be held each
Sunday until Thanksgiving at 1
Dr. Glenn Bushart was sum- p m. at Fairfield Ball Park. The
mond to the scene where he pro- shoot is sponsored by the Jaynounced Mr. Corum dead. He said cees.
Mr. Comm had been dead about
Regulation trap and still targets
an hour.
will be used. A Browning AutoMr. Corum had had heart trouThe twin cities will get a report
away on Noble and a heart attack is believed matic will be given
card on their community activities
to have been the cause of death.
this month when a group of invember 13.
Mr. Comm, also a farmer, lived
dustrialists and civic leaders come
here to "look over" the development progress of the area. the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
announced today.
"Evaluation teams" will visit 55
Kentucky communities during the
week of Nov. 14 to find out what
progress is being made in economic improvement.
The teams will analyze what
each town has accomplished so far

436 Lake St.
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PERFORMANCE MADE IT FAMOUS!
QUAUTY MAKES IT BEST!

t31

Save Money On...

FEWER SERVICE HEADACHES!
You save on fewer service headaches, (relator operating
dependability, because, all chassis connections are care.
fully handwIred, hand soldered. Only "Capacity-plus" quality components are used for longer rv

Finest PERFORMANCE Featured!
gunshine• Picture Tube • Target Turret Tyner • GineIsos•
Picture Glass • Full power transformer • Pull-push on/off
control • Spotlit' Dial.

-He
BUY WORLD FAMOUS PIERFORMANCS IN

NEWAN Transistor

for I

RADIOS

$29.95 AND UP

ROPER Television
306 Main St.

Fultgn

Phone 307
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Flower Show At
Woman's Club Is
Open To Public

Fulton County
Schools Seek
New Tax Funds
On November 8 residents of
Fulton County. outside of the Independent Fulton City School District, will be asked to vote for or
against levying a special annual
tax for general school purposes In
the Fulton County School District.
The tax will be at the rate of not
more than 50 cents on each $100.00 assessed valuation of property subject to school taxation and
to be in addition to all other
school taxes authorized and presently levied in the School_ Dilltrict. The proceeds of the tax will
be used and applied for any lawful and proper school purposes,•
school board office said today.
This week The News received a
letter, supporting the special tax,
from Earl Taylor, chairman of
the Fulton County Board of Education, Fulton County Schools.
Mr. Taylor's letter follows:
TO THE-CITIZENS OF FULTON
COUNTY:
Here are the reasons why you
are being asked to support the
Special Tax for General School
Purposes in the Fulton County
School District
This tax will provide for:
1. A new High School and
Grade Center at Riverview.
2. New classrooms for Western
School (Elementary).
3. Paint and repair of buildings
and install new furnaces for
Cayce Elementary and Hickman
Elementary.
4. Expansion of facilities that
may arise due to the location in
the near future of a new industry
within our area.
5. Expansion of our curricula,
especially in the field of foreign
language for Grade and High
Schools.
Your support of this tax is
earnestly solicited.
Sincerely yours.
Earl Taylor, Chairman

Red Devils To Be
Honored At Banquet
South Fulton fans will honor the
Red Devils at a football banquet
Saturday night. November 5, at
7:30 at Reelfoot Lake. with the
entire squad,
managers and
coaches as guests.
This affair is planned to ehosv
their appreciation of the fine
hawing made by the South Fulton team this season.
The banquet is sponsored by the
South
hoe Athletic Association
South F'ulton Booster Club. the
Dads and anyone interested.
Anyone wishing to make reservations may call one of these three
numbers. 1565. 1898 or 960. In case
you can't remember the numbers
call Bob Lawery or J. D. Faulkner.
Reservations must be in by November 3.

Laraine Fields has been elected
a ROTC sponsor with the rank of
honorary lieutenant colonel at The
University of Tennessee at Martin.
Miss Fields Is a junior in education and a member of the cheerleading team. She was elected
"Miss I/TIVIB" last year. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Fields, 312 Broadway. South Felton.

Lancasters To
Celebrate Their
Golden Wedding

The Fulton
Woman's Club,
which meets Friday, November 4,
at 3 p. m., will be guests of the
Home and Garden Department,
when it sponsors its annual Flower Show.
The committee chairman, Mrs.
C. E. Reeds, and her co-workers,
Mrs. Roy Latta, Mrs. D. C. Thacker, Mrs. Ray Graham and Mrs. W.
L, Roper, have completed their
plans for this year's show, under
the intriguing title, "Summer
Finale."
The Home end Garden Department opens the display to its many
friends from 5 to 8 p. m. Interested persons are asked to call any
time during those hours. It's a
gradening treat you can't afford
to miss.

The- motorcade schedule is as
follows for before noon: — 8:45
a. m. Rally starts at Courthouse,
Wickliffe, Kentucky 900 a. m.
Speaking at Courthouse, Wickliffe. Kentucky (15 Minutes) 9:35
a. m. Speaking in downtown
Bardwell on Main Street (15
Minutes 10:15 a. m. Speaking at
Courthouse at Clinton, Kentucky
(20 Minutes) 1110 a. m. Speaking
at Hickman, downtown if weather
is good (20 minutes) 12:45 p. m.
Rally starts on Band Stand on
Main Street at Fulton. 1:00 p. m.
Speaking at Fulton on Band Stand
on Main Street (20 Minutes) 1:25
p. m. Motorcade leaves for Mayfield, via highway 80 to WIN,
via Highway 324, Ky. 303 (27
miles).

Mrs. Charles Lowe •

South Fulton
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
MARTIN HIGHWAY
1 I-2 Mlles South of Fulton

ANTBEAT:
THAra p.*
M

II* 14•
11c

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED—TOP QUALITY

FRYING CHICKENS
PKG. OF
1-16-0Z.
SUN NYFIELD
PANCAKE FLOUR

FREE

WHOLE

WITH Tile PURCHASE OF EITHER THE
1 OR 211 PKG. OF SUPER RIGHT PURE

1.1).

PORK SAUSAGE
2-Lb. 70c
1-Lb.
c
Bog

47 I

Cut-Up,Split or Quartered,

Bog

79g
2

SUPER RIGHT RINDLESS
THICK
acon SLICED

Lb.

B

SOUTHERN STAR—READY-TO-SERVE

Q
Canned Hams (t';'-99)0

WHOLE

Chicken Breast

..5 x 259

FROZEN OCEAN

Perch Fillets
REAL
A,
C
••
Lb.
.b 15
Lb* 29C

1.39

BANA
NAS
Celery

••••!•-•••••••••.•

•• •

nit•
24 She
Stalk dia

California
Crisp Pascal

29c

569

Lb.
C.

2

• OR
Spinach
MIX 'N MATCH

26C

Brand)1p7:194

B
Lab.
929,

Yellow Onions

19c I

Meat Dinners:::

47°

HEINZ OR CAMPBELL'S

SOUP SALErva

Cons $
100
Leper Quantities Sold at Regular Retail

11P14.-Sat.-Sun., Nov. 4, 5, 6
'LIL ABNER
(In technicolor)
Peter Palmer, Leslie Parish
—Plus 2nd feature—

Mrs. Alton Smithson of East St.
Louis spent the weekend with her
permits. Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
?di= Annette Rogers of Memphis spent the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rogers.

4*

OF QUAUTy

(Continued from Page 1)
on Saturday at 7:30 a. m. on Lake
Street and follow the Governor
and his party on the entire tour.

•PIERCE STATION

King Matthews of Memphis
spent Friday night with Mr. and
Mrs. John Matthews.
David Long visited his mother
in the Baptist Hospital in Memphis Saturday llo reports her improving and she may be home in
a few days.

loot 6uARANTEE

COMBS—

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lancaster
will be honored on their Golden
Wedding Anniversary
Sunday,
November 6, with an Open House
at the home of their daughter,
Mrs. Charles Powell on West
State Line in Fulton. Friends and
relatives are invited to call between the hours of 2 and 4 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Lancaster live at
Jordan and have lived in this area
all of their lives
All seven of their children plan
to be present for the happy occasion. They are Mrs. Charles
Powell of Fulton, W. R. Lancaster
of Union City. Charles Lancaster
of Chicago, Mrs. Charles BesenAfter the speaking here the
hotter of Chicago. Mrs. Nis Juhl of party will be at Mayfield at 2
Chicago. L. H. Lancaster of Chi- p. m.: at Murray at 3:00 p. m.; at
cago and Thomas Lancaster of Benton, at 3:55 p. m.: and at Paducah at 7:30 p. m. for a big rally
and speech.

Our community extends deepest
sympathy to the W. D. ()wens
family in the sudden death of
their loved one.

THE POPULAR VOTI IPS IN I POR ALL-AROUND DEPENDABILITY...

JAYHAWKERS
(In technicolor)
Jeff Chandler, Fees Parker
also — cartoon

JANE PARKER—REGULAR SIZE

SUPER RIGHT

Blueberry Pie
Pineapple Pie
Angel Food

Es. 49°

390

Jane Parker
Ring (Reg. 4921

Jane Parker
Enriched. Made
with Buttermilk

Reg.
Loaf
2kBread

39°
2'35°
Loaves

WISCONSIN AGED

Next Tuesday, November 8th Vote For

Sharp Cheese
Butter

John Sherman Cooper
FOR YOUR

UNITED
STATES

"SENATOR
"A FRIEND OF T V A"
"He put Fulton and Hickman in the TVA Bill—giving you the right to vote
for TVA Power if you desire."

Lb.

1-Lb. 1.
90
Ctn. g'

Sunnyfleld
Sweet Cream (Salted)

Swiss Cheese
Biscuits

Wisconsin
Aged

Baolrlards•
Pillsbury.

65'
6 can.494

Bremners Pies Jumbo
Chocolate.
ions
15%-Os 1 Oc
Can I
Green Beans
1oc
16-0z.e
Can
Pumpkin :44a•vs137;ack
Summer Isle
4tr;99c
Pineappe
Slices
l Half
..
1-Lb.
c
Can
Chum Salmon Zir.
Cans 70,.
In Ctn f 79.
Whitehouse Milk Evap. •Tall
25 ab.g 1.39
Sunnyfield
1.431 Plain
Flour (Self-Rising
Ann Page
Jar 43c
Offer
Salad Dressing Special
Aro;C0c
a Bottles J
Ketchup
Armours Beef Stew( DZI) 24.CaOnz.44c
Armours Chili .w.itinha ....(locoe0all 15pa-On7..37c

Now you can buy mild and mellow
Eight O'Clock . . . and get extra savings! Makes the grandest cup of coffee
you ever did taste. . . because it's Custom-Ground for your coffeemaker! Offer ends Sat., November 5th.

Biscuit
6 43g
Dog Food
6 45g
370
Cake Mixes
,Crisco ( 3 83g
JeH
R4 3 290
370 QL 65g
Lestoil
Reynolds Wrap Rol 310
Dixie*
5 Pride

Cans

16-0a,

Daily
Diet 1.2-S

Cans

Duncan
All
19-0z.
Hines Flavors
Pkg.
Deluxe
1-Lb.
)
Can
Sas

-

Campaign Committee
Sponsored by Louie B. Nunn, Chairman. Republican State

Lb.

100

Cans
1o.

Eight 0" Clock COFFEE SALE!
49c

Ak Pudding and
-u Pie F"ling

Paid political advertisement:

590

Luncheon Meat 3 Pkg.

MI-Purpose
Cleaner

Can

Pkgs.

P.

House
Held

•

Lb.

213-Pt

Mild and M.11ow

1-LB.
BAG

3-Lb. Bog...'.$1.45

Scoff Towels
Scotkins
Scott Tissue
Soft-Weve
Cranberries

2 4141
350
4 530
2..270
250
Roils

Pkgs.

Napkins

Molts
se
Assorted

SoOtt
Tlow*
boson

Rolle

1-Lb.
lox

*Pray
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Bad Child Problem Starts At Home;IPcagen:s I 0
Selects Benst
Former Student Asks Parents Help T°.
Service Station

WEEK -END

(The following article could
be called a "letter to the editor".
It it is we encourage more People to write their thoughts. constructive ones, to us and we'll
gladly print them. The writer of
this article, a high school student of the immediate past, has
the courage to express his opinions and his concern over problems of today. It is thought-provoking and exhibits some real
feeling and emotions behind
those thoughts. We wish we
could get more such articles on
any given subject and invite
you to send them in. We ask
that you identify yourself. If
the article deserves printing we
shall withhold your name if
you ask us. But WE WILL NOT
accept anonymous articles. We
are not interested in the opinions
of those persons who are so
short on courage that they will
not sign their names . . . ed's
note.

ENAMEL ROASTER
ALUM. FOIL, BASTERS
HOLIDAY NEEDS

YOUR V STORE
Panty
Petticoat & Panty
is Brief
Style with Lace
Trim.
Petticoat Is
Trimmed with
5" Lace.
Asst. Colors.
Sizes: S. IA, L.

I Inch Steel
Tubing,
Leatherette
Padded Seat
and Back. Remove tray it
becomes a
Youth Chair.

Pkg.
of 3
$1.00 Reg. P.ecIts

7
Kinds of 13
Pieces to
Poly Bag.
Apples.
Oranges,
Plums,
Grapes,
and
Tangerines.

2 FOR

Beautiful Moonstones
with colored Rhinestone

Reg. $1.00
Each Piece

Earring'
Necklaces
Bracelets
6 colors to choose from
Amethyst. Aqua, Emerald, Topaz, Sapphire 6'
Rose.
Asst. Styles.

or
$1

ltcseGoTriwm
3tyRleolswau
S

MEASURABLY NEVI, tiMEASURABLY NICE!

with Ruffled and
Lace Shoulder Strap.

"M=MINIMIMIN=11WW

Sizes: S. IA, L.
Colors: Rose and Aqua.

FULLY GUARANTEED

Heat Settings For All
Fabrics in
Front of
Handle, at
Finger Tip.

66
Reg.$12.95

Holiday Tasty Chocolates

1

Chocolate
Nuts,
Caramels,
Nougats.

b.
(
i

Reg. 59C
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Almonds. Piacaos,
Cashews. Brazil Reg. 79c
and Peanuts.

Cold Weather
IsSoon Coining
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I
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Now! Big-car comfort al raall-car prices

Give Us Your

'61 CHEVY BISCAYNE 6

Order For

the lowest priced full-sized Chemist!

COAL
• All Sizes On Hand

BALDRIDGE'S

1Fairf
/

A tremendously spacious
foot room for the man in the middle. Seats that are as much as 14% higher.
loading. But look—
new kind of deep-well trunk that opensat bumper level for easy, short-lift and maneuvering!
parking
there's actually less outer space., leaving extra inches of clearance for
ns; thrift
dimensio
spacious
shaped
Neat trick? Bless our ingenious designers. They've
buy.
could
you
car
and dependability into the most sensationally sensible

Now Is The Time To

• Immediate Delivery

5-10- 25c STORE

i.

SEE!THE GREATEST SHOW ON WORTH!

Ladies' Nylon Gown

Steam-Dry Iron

ni4f°br'4
ibe
io;
truecgk

Yellowstone

YOUR V STORE

Reg. $2.49

doing
tfc
must
saw i
Mary
is "e
ias
cduie

Dale Breeden,

Dayton V-Belts

USE OUR CHRISTMAS
LAYAWAY

54
1

S. P. MOORE CO.

Thi

'THAT'S RIGHT,
NO BITE!"

HOLIDAY JEWELRY

$

Barracks Of World
War I Veterans
Organized Here

$800 Scholarship
Await Two Co-Eds

c Fruit
Lifelike PlastiAsst.

Page

One student from Fulton county
are among the 3586 regularly enrolled college student in attendance at Western Kentucky State
College at Bowling Green for the
first semester of the 1960-61
school year which opened on September 12. She is Grady. Jean
Worley.

proper grammar. This is happenWinners of the "Service Station
ing the early days at school.
It has been a long accepted fact ing now. Right here in our Twin- of the Year" Contest sponsored by
that envirement and upbringing Cities. This locale isn't the only the Kentucky Petroleum Council
mold the personality. This per- one with this increasing "bad will receive a week's vacation fret.
sonality can be desirable or unde- child" problem, but it is the one at one of Kentucky's beautiful
sirable, depending on the quality we are primarily concerned with. State Parks, Thomas H. Maxedon,
LIMITS 2 AMENDMENTS
of the environment and up-bringYes, right now, today, the pro- executive secretary of the sponsorThe present State Constitution of
jects to beautify, industrialize, and ing organization, desclised today.
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proin
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of discipline and harmony
home and school room some of it gress. Why not do something about chosen Maxedon said, and the ope- ted at one election.
assuring the future of having gen- rator and his wife will be given
Nvill inevitably be absorbed by the
children. The end result—a de- erations of the same calibre as the an expense paid vacation. The
sirable personality and character communities we are striving to contest is open to all service sta- NOTICE: Car Owners!!
improve.
tions except those operated by
for tomorrow's citizens.
- EAT
BUY YOUR S
It is part of our proud heritage companies as training stations.
I suppose it could be possible to
and
COVERS at
say the parents are to blame. to _make our own decisions
They don't start their children off mistakes. Another portion of that
on the right foot and they're far heritage entitles us to correct our
enough down the wrong road that mistakes and differences. ThousInstalled Free
I
it would be extremely difficult for ands of Americans have fought
prethe teachers to straighten them and died on foreign soil to
so why not
out. (Please remember this is hy- serve this heritage
and prepothetical. The teachers, after sev- make use of this heritage
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going
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attempts
eral vain
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Phone 58
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their shoulder and say, "What's
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your
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Thirty-nine World War One
There are projects to beautiful how can do it alone"
could be some support. You expect them to train Veterans attended this meeting.
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for a future.
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these twin communities appreciate pupils with sub-high school knowHarry Murphy and Ivan
dict,
the advancements that are being ledge and qualities being graduCITY DRUG COMPANY
Two 8800 college 4-H scholar- Brady. Trustees.
made. But . . . the one thing that ated from high school.
ships will be awarded next Novneeds the most improvement isn't
These people who "bully" or ember to a pair of co-edis now in
being touched upon.
high hand and cheat their way their junior year and majoring in
The calibre of the high school through school are launched on the home economics. The girls also
RAYMOND POPE,
graduates is at an all-Urn" low. sea of life with their bulls full of must be 4-Wers in order to qualiat of the Claw Hen teach sear
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enfor
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holes. This accounts
This deficiency does not
Meta, Oklahoma. A director of
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chwohlen Draws 11101. says,
try to loaf and "bully" their way tive Extension Service of the
parents and the school system.
Just stop and look around. Take through life in the same manner USDA.
notice of the last year's graduates they did through school. They discandidates must have
The
and the pupils that will graduate cover they can draw several outstanding club records in addiIn the next few years. Stop some of months' unemployment so why tion to a high scholastic record.
In Prose
them and question and examine work. The ones who chested in Leadership, general achievement,
/i Plitt
them. Notice the little things that school try to cheat their way citizenship and chraacter will be
$1.55
help make a desirable citizen. through life and many of them considered, according to a comHow many of them say "Sir" and end up in prison. These are not mittee spokesman.
"Mom"? On the whole they seem assumptions but facts that came
to be well versed in several areas, verified by famous psychologists
We have complete stocks
but the basic fundamentals of throughout the nation.
The deadbeats, gamblers, drunkgood citizenry are missing in many
ards, and criminals don't just hapof them.
pen. Many of them have high
The school children of today are
rsaLa.ow- MA SH
diplomas. Why, then, are
school
"smarter" than the ones of yesTheir home
condition.
their
in
they
FARM
and
for
HOME
terday, but it generally is "smart
We=C
or school life, or both, were in
alecness" instead of knowledge
Machines
potential, their
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often find an attitude, a very
It
18
IIIITIU1I•00111
FULTON
2U1
PHONE
were the fundamentals such as
strong attitude, of "I know it all,
so don't try to teach me anything."
Remember these are going to be
the citizens of tomorrow. Also, remember not ALL students that
graduate are in this pathetic condition, but too many ere.
The missing principles that create the terrible result are--pride,
dignity ,discipline, and mostly "esprite de corps" . . . the pride of a
group, school, organization, or
town. These things are missing
and the parents and teachers are
to blame. Not so many years ago a
child or teen-ager who was in this
category was considered a problem
child. I assume that today we are
to consider this an era of mass
"problem children." The teachers,
especially the ones with several
years' experience, are well aware
of this mounting problem child
status.
Ihsor openings
,
)
.w Cerlan mins the bt.v.riatis Impalas.
This "problem child" condition
,4
1114 lees u 44e5'.
1741,ISUIC IS /141.4rh U411
generally stems from one of two
areas: 1 The home—(a.) lack of
discipline; (b.) lack of harmony;
the door tc? a whole
(c.) broken homes.
2. School, itself,— (a.) a general
new measure of your
distaste for school; (b.) an unhapout easier. More rear
and
in
getting
make
to
py or frightening experience durmoney's worth! There's more entrance space in this '61

SPECIALS

$1.49 Value

ATTENDS 'WESTERN KY.

CITY COAL CO
Phone 51

You can be on a budget and still enjoy big.
car style and comfort! Look over our '61
Riscayne•-6 or V8. You get Chevrolet
quality, roominess, the works, at a price
that's competitive with cars that give you a

whole lot less!

shaped
Biscay*,2-naor .c.edars. That solid Body by Fisher sensibay
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back to its ',rimier loading trunk.
beftwen
trunk
a
full 7' to hold thing, that ham never been inside

*****************1
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new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
See the new Osetrolei cars, Chewy Corvairs, and the

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street
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The News reports your - - - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
The Kentucky Tourist and Travel Commission is
doing a fine job in the Fulton area because not too long
ago four Fulton ladies decided that this Bluegrass State
must be a wonderful place to behold so they took off and
saw it. Ruth Scott, Judy Brady, Delmer Houston and
Mary Hughes Burrow can tell you now that their slogan
is "See Kentucky First," and they ought to know. These
ladies donned their travelling clothes and with no particular destination in mind started going eastward and
before you know it they were gasping at the breath-taking beauty of the Kentucky mountains, the Bluegrass
region and other points in central and eastern Kentucky.
The fhit points of interest they
visited were Abe Lincoln's birthplace at Hodgenville and then
they snaked up the incomparable
beauty of "My Old Kentucky
Home." made famous by the immortal composition of Stephen
Foster."My Old Kentucky Home,"
as all of us know is at Bardstown,
just a stone's through from the
famous Lexington horse farms and
the heart of the Bluegrass region
of Kentucky.
At Frankfort they saw the capitol building and a museum, where
they enjoyed an exhibit by Artist
Mason. There, they had their pictures taken by a staff photograph-
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Each Sunday until
Thanksgiving
1:00 P. M.
i*4Fairf1eld Baseball Park
Fulton, ICy.
Sponsored by the Fulton
Jaycees
Regulation trap and still
targets used
•

•

•

A Browning Automatic
given away Nov. 13,

er from the state Journal in
Frankfort
The exhibit was really a wonderful thing to see. Mason had
made pictures of all the presidents
out of tiny pieces of chipped wood.
Recently, there was an article
about him and his work in "Reader's Digest", which Ruth Scott remembered reading.
The Fulton women also visited
Paris, Ky, and the University of
Kentucky at Lexington. At Calument Farms they saw the famous
race horse, "Citation", and the
horse burial
grounds,
where
"'Whirlaway" is buried. (This was
of interest to Ruth as she had
seen "Whirls way" win the Derby
in Louisville.)
The group visited Berea College,
which they found very interesting,
and ate at Boone's Tavern, which
is owned he_ the college. Students
work there to pay their way
through school. Ruth said that the
food was "just out of this world."
Cumberland Falls was a beautiful sight to see, they all agreed.
They seent the night there, then
they returned home the long way,
driving as much as
possible
throilah the beautiful Cumberland Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Weetpheling
of St. Joseph, Mo. are mending
two weeks in Fulton visiting their
son, Paul Westpheling Jr., and
his family at their home. "Westwood." on the Middle Road.

Livingston gave tips on wash and
wear materials,
and electric
blankets.

A delicious lunch was served to
29 members and visitors. The
Mr. and Mrs. George Winter,
group enjoygi bingo, The No- Jr., of Route 3, Union City, anvember meeting will be with Mr. noupee the engagement and approaching Marriage of their dauand Mrs. Jack Barker.
ghter, Miss Mary Meek Winter. to
Miss Mary Elaine Butler, dau- Deneon Brook Ermis, son of Mr.
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. H. G. But- and Mrs. John Ermis of Camerson,
ler of Fulton has been selected to Texas.
Miss Winter is the granddaughrepresent the Child .Growth and
Development and Nursery Educa- ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Meek,
tion department of Texas Woman's Sr. of Route 3, Union City, and
University at the state Home Eco- Mr. and Mrs. George Winter, Sr.
nomics Convention. The conven- of Fulton.
She is a graduate of Rives High
tion will be held November third
through sixth on the campus at school and of the Baptist School
the University of Texas in Austin of Nursing at Memphis, and is
and students from universities and presently employed by the LeBoncolleges of Texas will be present. huer hospital of Memphis.
The bridegroom-elect, was gradMiss Butler is a sophomore and
uated from Camerson High school
she is a member of the Child
and Victoria Junior college, VicGrowth and Development and
toria. Texas, and is now a senior
Nursery Education Club, Home
at Southwest Texas State TeachEconomics Club. She is also, a
er's college at San Marcos, Texas,
member of the University Chorus
majoring in physical education
and the Texas Woman's Univerand science.
sity Lass-Q-Band.
The wedding is to be held at
The Welfare Workers Club met the Stanley's Chapel Methodist
in the home of Mrs. Roy Watts church Nov. 25 at 7 in the evening,
with lunch. The meeting was call- with the Rev. WilLiain Mann, pased to order by Mary Parrish. Mrs. tor of the church, officiating.
Carl Kimberlin give the devotional. Martha Oliver read the club tor and his wife, the Rev. and
creed. Roll call was answered by Mrs. Truet Miller.
11 members and 4 visitors, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Snow and
Tony Phillips, Mrs. Thomas Bruce,
Mrs. Denver Jarvis, and Mrs. Ray children of Louisville have been
Croft.
visiting in Fulton with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Guy Duley and
The last two were club members Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Caldwell.
33 years ago. October is the club's Jack has accepted a position in
33rd anniversary. Minutes and the California and they are planning
treasurer's report were given. Old to move there.
and new business was discussed.
The 1961 goals were set. and ofMrs. Jack Cardwell was the
ficers and leaders were elected.
guest of honor at the Jolly Twelve
The club adjourned for a deli- Birthday Dinner a the Derby
cious pot-luck meal.
Thursday night, with Mrs. Elmer
Project leaders were Violet Wil- Mansfield as hostess..,,
The •Holloween motif was carliams, Home Management and,
Ona Watts, Health. Mary Parrish ried out in the table decorations
lead in recreation with Louise with pumpkins and fall flowers
Muzzell being the winner. Mrs. used as the centerpiece. HalloLarson gave a lesson on Christmas ween favors filled with goodies
ideas. The club adjourned to meet were given each guest
with Irene Nabors November 23
The club presented Mrs. Cardwith an all-day meeting.
well with a lovely birthday gift.
After the dinner the group was
A large crowd attended the Hal- invited to Mrs. Mansfield's home,
loween costume dance at the Ful- where cocoanut cake and lemonton Country Club Saturday night, ade were served.
and the children's Halloween
Those atending were: Mrs.
party at the club Sunday afternoon.
•
Ladies Day was held at the Fulton Country Club Tuesday Following a pot-luck luncheon games
of bridge and golf were enjoyed
during the afternoon,

Cub Scout leaders were hosts at
The BitePW club enjoyed a pot- Cub Scout Halloween party Satluck dinner-meeting at the K U. urday evening a 6:30 at the City
office Tuesday evening at 6:30.
Park. There were songs, games,
awarding of achievement badges,
patient
is
a
Mrs. Lola Howard
and refreshments. Everyone had a
in the Baptist Hospital in Mem- wonderful time.
phis. Her room number is 817.
A large crowd attended the loveMr. and Mrs. Oscar Faulkner ly Tea given Sunday a the First
Pierce-Harris
to
the
were hosts
Baptist Church for their new pasClub, when it met at their home
recently. The program bgan with
PHONE 12
the reading of the club creed. The
group sa_n_g "My Faith Looks Up
to Thee.'led by Miss Ruby Giffin. Bro. Dave Hilliard gave the
deirotional from 1st Corinthians,
11th chapter and led in prayer.
TONIGHT & FRIDAY
Mrs. J. C. Roberts, Mrs Oscar
Faulkner, Mrs. T. E. Hackett and
Ruby Giffin were elected to the
nominating committee to name officers for the coming year.
SATURDAY ONLY
DOUBLE FEATURE!

"HIGH SCHOOL
CAESAR"

•
/411N
LAy-AWAype
Nom

•• Shop early while selection is complete!
•• Christmas is only 8 Saturdays away!
•• A deposit will hold your choice
until Christmas eve. Visit us today.

Western Auto Associate Store.
Home owned
202 LAKE ST.

and

Miss Ballow is the granddaughter of Mr. M. A. Jackson of Hickman, and the late Mrs. Jackson,
and Mr. and Mrs. John Ballow,
Hickman. She was graduated from
Hickman High School where she
was editor of the school annual.
She attended Texas Womans University and Memphis State University. She is presently an office
Watches, Clacks ail Thee
Mrs. Hazel Walker welcomed
employee of Ferry-Morse Seed
the visitors, Mrs. Myrtle Bowlin, Fleece of All Kinds AccuCo., Fulton.
Mrs. Leon Faulkner Mrs. Allie rately Repaired at Low Oast
Mr. Adams is th grandson of the Wilson and Mrs. Nell Bowden. 187—
The club adjourned to meet
late Mr. and Mrs. Price Henry and
ANDREWS
the late Mr. and Mrs. W. G
November
9 at the home of Mrs.
Adams. He was graduated from
Doll Phillips at 10 a. m.
Cayce High School and has served
in the U. S. Navy. He is presently
engaged in Farming,

Jewelry Company

The wedding will take place
Nov. 11, at 6:30 P. M. in the First
Baptist Church, Fulton.

Cardwell. Mrs. Mansfield, Mrs.
Leland Jewell, Mrs. James Matheny, Mrs. Harry Bloodworth,
Mrs. Joe Mullins, Mrs. Gilbert
Brown, Mrs. Louise Buckingham,
Mrs. Lucy Day Bennett, Mrs. Vernon McAlister, Mrs. William Forrester, Mrs. Bobby Buckingham,
Mrs. Eph Dawes, Miss Ann Bennet and Miss Ouida Jewell.
The Junior Woman's Club met
Tuesday evening at the club home.
An interesting program was presented.
The October meeting of the
State Line Homemakers was held
in the home of Mrs. Edwin Cannon with an all-day meeting.
In the absence of the president,
Mrs. Adair Cannon, the meeting
was presided over by the vicepresident, Mrs. Hazel Walker.
Mrs. Edwin Cannon gave the devotional reading Matthew 5:1-8
and "As Far As I Am Concern,"
followed with a moment of silent prayer.
Mrs, Doyle Phillips gave the

operated by Thad Fagan

WEEK END SPECIALS
SINGER SEVIMG CENTER
Fulton, Ky.
311 Main Street
(Across from the Post Office)
IMP

Just Received! A Carload of Material!
Yd. $2.79
100% Wool, 60.inches wide
Cotton flannel material, 3 yards for... $1.00
Drip-Dry cotton, 44-inches wide, 2 yds $1.00
Linings, 29c and 48c Yd. Broadcloth, 59c Yd.
- - - and many other materials - - New Portable Singer sewing machines .... $48.88
New Console Singer sewing machines
$99.50

Automatic dispensing! RUG CLEANER,
FLOOR POLISHER Scrubs, waxes, buffs;
electrical, twin - brush
$29.95

HAD
ENOUGH?
FARM INCOME DOWN

EXPENSES UPI

In 1952, 1,655 bushels of corn bought a standard farm tractor.
In 1960 it requires 4,777 bushels of corn to buy a standard farm
tractor!

UNEMPLOYMENT HAS REACHED CRITICAL
STAGE IN KENTUCKY!

ffiff

In September 1960, unemployment in Kentucky was a whopr'ng
67,300 which was 6% of the total labor force — unemployed! Approximately 31,000 are drawing unemployment insurance ... and
this benefit is running out fast!

— PLUS —

At Western Auto

antas •

major lesson on Clothing Guide
Post.
The Home Demonstration Agent,
Fulton - Union City highway
Miss Irma Hamilton, was present
and told of _Annual Day, which
will be on November 4 at Poyner's WED.-THUR.-FRI, Nov. 2, 3, 4
(Starts at 7:00 and 8:35)
Chapel at 10 e. m. All members
were urged to attend and visitors THE NIGHT HEAVEN FELL
With Brigitte Bardat
are welcome.
Mrs. Hazel Walker gave the
minor lesson on "Your Constitu- SATURDAY - SUN., NOV. 5,8
tion."
(Starts at 7:00 and 8:55)
Mrs. Neal Hedge gave the landJUMPING JACKS
scape notes on putting out your
Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis
fall bulbs.
After the business meeting, recreation was enjoyed by all with
Accurato
Mrs. Doyle Phillips in charge, and
WORKMANSHIP
with Mrs. Edwin Cannon, receiving a sunshine gift.
Al Low Cost

STARLITE

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ballow of
Fulton are announcing the approaching marriage of their daugher, Glenda, to Roland Adams,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams,
Route No. 4, Hickman,

"DESIRE IN
THE DUST"

TOY1AND IS OPEN

s

Ballow-Adams
Nuptials Told

FULTON

Some of the project leaders
Miss Cora
gave their reports

stra

Winter - Ermis
Engagement Told

"DATE
BAIT"
maxim Poulos;mu
MR
MIK

NOVAK
Doman
Novacs
amo
Strangers
Jh

When
Mk Meet
CestesSeme
EASnaem COL OR

COST OF LIVING AT RECORD HIGH!
In 1952, this bag of groceries cost $10.891
In 1960, the same bag of groceries cost $13.711

Farmers ... workers ... young voters ••• women voters...small
businessmen ... people 65 years old and more ... all of you,especially, should favor.John F. Kennedy and the Democratic ticket
In Kentucky. The evidence is clear... Kennedy will win. Let's put
Kentucky strongly in his column.

The Democrats Care —
They Care About You

A eRYNA OUINE

Pro•ocic•.

NOV.8th

TUESDAY

SUN. - MON. - TURK.
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

VOTE

C11381,1*NOP

11113316Y Yti3D
MOW

THE

STRAIGHT DEMOCRATIC TICKET

PHONE 23

Sato Democratic Ccunpaign Comniittoo, Sheraton Hotel, Louisville.

Co]
Chi
Ca
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Car Parked_Near
House Catches Fire

HOSPITAL NEWS

The Fulton Fire Department
The following people were patients in local hospitals Wednesday was called out at 3-15 Tuesday
morning:
morning to put out a fire in an
at the home of Richard
automobile
Dan
Mrs.
JONES HOSPITAL:
miles west of Fulton
six
Hendrix,
D.
R
Shupe,
Harry
Hastings, Mrs.
Patrick. Mrs. John Bowers, Miss on the Middle Road.
Flora Oliver, Mrs. Edwin Cannon
The car, a 1955 Chevrolet was
and Mrs. E. W Bethel. all of nilhouse, when it
ton; W. T. Edwards, Water Valley, parked next to the
was badly
vehicle
5,
The
fire.
Route
Fulton,
caught
Sills.
Mrs. Lee
Lynn Edwards, Water Valley, Bar- burned from the windshield back,
bara Ann Graves, Fulton, Route according to Fire Chief Nemo Wil3
liams, but the house did riot catch
fire.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL — Mrs.
Susie Hillman, Mrs. Nora Clark,
Mrs. Louis Sams, Clarence CopeFIRST QUALITY
land, Jr., Mrs. Maggie Poyner,
Howard Humphrey. Master Faron
FIRST LINE
Coy, George Rushton, Robert Hargrove, Mrs. J. B. Smallman, Edd
Nelson, Mrs. Agnes Ellegood, Mrs.
Ruben Yates, Corolla Capps, Cora
Pirtle, and Charles Guthrie, all of
Fulton; Patricia Clinard, South
$8.95 To $24.95
Fulton, Mrs. Marie Allison, Wingo,
Route, Donald Wray. Water Valley, Porter Cathy, Water Valley,
Mrs. Dick James, Wingo, and
212 MAIN ST.
Pearl Lilly, Union City.

SHOES and BOOTS
_ FOS HEN

Forrester Shoe Shop

FULTON HOSPITAL — Mrs.
Charles Binford and baby. Mrs.
Bill Bradley, Bailey Roberts, Mrs.
J. B. Barclay, Betty Jean Pearson,
Jean Smith, John Baucorn, Mrs.
Howard House, Mrs. Mike Fry, all
of Fulton; Leighman Elliott.
Whitesell,
Crutchfield, Lillian
Union City, Mrs. Dorothy Diggs.
South Fulton, Vester Wilkins,
Clinton, Route 1, Mrs. Clara
Wright, Water Valley, Route 2,
Mrs. Mattie Bimc. Clinton, Route
2, Mrs. J. R. Reese, Clinton, Route
1, Mrs. A. V. Jones, Water Valley,
Mrs. James M. Gore, Wingo, Route
1. Mrs. Leona Huss. Wingo, Route
I. Mrs. Mattie Johnson, Water
Valley. Route 1, Mrs. Freeman
Bone, Wingo, Route 1, Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Burke, Fulton, Route
5, Mrs. Jewell Cardwell, Hickman,
Mrs. A. M. Browder, Fulton,
Route 1, Mrs. Edd Parker, Dukedom, John Wftt, Columbus, Mrs.
Edd Roberts, Water Valley, Rev.
Odis Schultz, Water Valley, W. H.
Chappell, Fulton, Route 3, and
Mrs. Mollie Johnson, Hickman.

Johnson Has Answer
To Low Farm Income
A Democratic Congress and a Democratic President will solve the Nation's Farm Problem of decreasing prices for what they sell and rising costs
of things they must buy, Keen Johnson, Democratic nominee for the United
States Senate, is pledging audiences as he stumps the State, seeking votes in
the Nov. 8 election

(
Republicans Have Cost
Farmers Heavily Last 8 Years
During the last 8 years, under Eisenhower, Nixon, Benson and Cooper, farm income losses reached an unbelievable total of $19.9 billions. The parity ratio„ which was 100 per cent in every Democratic postwar year,
dropped to 77 per cent in 1960. Average income on a farm in 1959 was $463 less than in 1952, while the Republican administration presided over the liquidation of 900,000 farm units.

WALLPAPER
CLOSEOUTS

25

The
presid
World
23 las
dents.

RC
[

Democrats Dedicated To
Parity Income For Farmers

Single Roll
(Values to 60c

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

Democratic President Kennedy will restore
common sense and common justice to our national
farm policy. If you elect Keen Johnson to be your
Senator, he will go along with the President 100
per cent on this. Cooper cannot and will not do
this. If the Republican program of no controls and
low support prices is continued another 4 years,
prices for farm products will be down a 'killing'
40 per cent.

—Fulton—

Telephone
Talk
by
H. D. HAYES
Your Telephone Manager

L

J

YOU'LL FIND NEW
FUN in telephoning when
you use the little and
lovely Princess phone.
This royal addition to our
telephone family is perfect for any room in your
home. Keep it in mind
for that extra-special Christmas gift, too. So pretty, so
practical . . . it lights up when you lift the receiver. Let
this light-hearted gift add an extra warm glow on any
gift occasion.

Democrats Do Care
About Farmers' Welfare
Kennedy's program calls for growing food for stomachs, not for storage. It calls for support for the farmer's prices and income at a level which will cover his costs and a reasonable profit, and at the same time, reduce substantially costs to the American taxpayer. These are reasonable objectives. They are not impossible. A new Democratic administration will achieve them.

HERE'S A HANDY TIP--•
Don't leave your calls hanging in mid-air. If you have a
wall phone, you need not let
the receiver dangle by the
cord while you leave the
phone for a moment during
a conversation. There's a
notch on top for "parking"
the receiver. Take a look at
the illustration and you'll see
just how it's done.
•

[
•

4

UNIVERSAL MESSAGE. The Yellow Pages emblem
with Chinese characters replacing con*friA4St ventional English words is a familiar
A* 00.
sight in San Francisco's Chinatown.
o • tit *
The translation? It says, of course,
"Find it fast in the Yellow Pages."

•
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FOR TELEVISION'S FINEST musical entertainment, tune in to the 1341
Telephone Hour shows. These oneseen every other Friday night—NBC
be
can
hour delights
network. Check your newspaper for time and channel.
on/
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Vote The Straight Democratic Ticket
Tuesday, November 8

ci
Colored Woman
Charged WW1
Cutting Husband

BEATIS

Mrs. Ethel Owen

Mrs. Brace Vincent

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
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Mrs. Carey Melds •
mother, Mrs Westbrook and other
Mrs. Bruce Vincent of the Pilot
Services for Mrs. Ethel Russell
at
died
Fulthe
Community
relatives.
were
2,
Oak
Route
Fulton,
of
70,
Owen,
Mrs. Roy Vincent left Saturday
held Monday at 2 p. m. at John ler-Morgan Hospital in Mayfield
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunningfor Akron, Ohio. on a visit to her
son Grove Baptist Church. The at 4:43 a. m. Sunday, after a long
ham and children, Steve and Beth,
and
Mr.
Roy
Mrs.
children,
VinMrs. Addie Bell Toler Tyner of Rev. Tom A. Duncan of Martin illness. She was 55.
of Bowling Green spent the weekThe American Legion met re_
cent.
109 Jefferson Street, Fulton, died officiated. Burial, under direction
She was born in Graves County
Luke Knight, 49, Negro, who
end in Dresden and were visitors cently for the kickoff of its annua
Ed
Mr.
is
nicely
Frieids
doing
at
in
was
7:45
Home,
at
Saturday
Funeral
suddenly
night,
Whitnel
of
1905,
16,
daughter of
on February
Sunday of their grandmother, Mrs.
lives on the Doc Nanney farm
membership drive.
at Hillview Hospital.
the church cemetery,
Mrs. Ida Wray Yates and the late the Campbell's Clinic in Memphis, Ed Frieldis and your writer.
about three miles south of Fulton,
after
last
undergoing
surgery
of
Yates
Graves
Counat
Saturday
Henderson
1.
died
September
She
born
Owen
was
Mrs.
severely
cut
about the head
was
The members voted to offer th
The Rev. James Holt filled his
Mondaa,for a broken hip, sustainand neck early Thursday morning. 1895, in Graves County, daughter 10:3 a. m., at the Baptist Hospital ty.
ed in a fall here at his home. Mrs. regular appointment at New Sa- Legion facilities for Teen Towr
ill
in
Carbeing
late
Susanna
after
the
and
of
Gus
Memphis
In
Besides her nusband and mothand the colored man told ConEric Cunningham, Meacham, and lem Church this past Sunday at as the third floor of the City Hal
health for several years.
er, she leaves three sons, Charles
stable John Adams of South Ful- ney Toler.
service was where Teen-Town has been locat
She was a member of the East- Vincent of Reidland, Ky., William Mrs. Earl Mitchell, Paducah, his 11 a. m. The evening
Funeral services were held Monton that his wife. Willie Bell, also
held at the susal hour. There was ed, has been condemned by th
daughters, are at his bedside.
the
Club,
Funeral
Bowers
Whitnel
the
at
m.
Star,
p.
2
at
day
ern
Paducah
Richard
of
and
Vincent
kill
to
him.
tried
49,
State Fire Marshal.
Mr. Buton Lassiter is suffering one addition to the church.
Home chapel. The Rev. Truett Fun and Fare Club and at one Vincent of Murray; a daughter,
At 2:30 Thursday morning Doc Miller, pastor of the First Baptist time taught school at Chapel
from a deep siege of cold, as is
Bruce
away
Vincent
passed
Mrs.
Wright
of
Hubert
Mrs,
Fulton; a
At the meeting it was annotmc
Nanney called for a Hornbeak am- Church, officiated. Burial, under Hill.
Howell, the infant son of Mr. and at the Fuller-Morgan hospital this
ea that the Legion State Comman
sister, Mrs. Dewey Fields of Winbulance and the ambulance driver direction of Whitnel Funeral
Mrs. J. W. Bynum.
She leaves her husband, W. D. go; and seven grandchildren.
past Sunday in the early morn- der will be in Fulton for the an
said he picked up the colored man Home, was in Maplelav.m in Pa- Owen of Fulton, Route 2; two sons,
We regret to hear of the critiShe was a member of the Pilot cal report of Mrs. Jesse Stephen- ing hours, after a lengthy illness. nual bean luncheon at the Lego:
walking down the road from his ducah, where graveside services Belie Owen of Fulton. Route 2,
Oak Missionary Baptist Church. son in the Baptist Memorial Hos- She leaves her companion, three home on November 11 at 11 a. rr
home. Knight was taken to Hill- were conducted.
and John Owen of Lewisburg,
some and one daughter, grandchilServices were held Tuesday at I pital in Memphis. Mrs. Stephenson
view Hospital. He was dismissed
She was a member of the First Tenn., Route 3; one daughter,
dren and an aged mother. Funeral
pasFleming,
Ray
Rev.
Thursday.
The
noon
m.
p.
Doctors said Baptist Church in Fulton. Her Mrs. James Long of Fulton; a sishas been laid up for over a year services were held at Pilot Oak
about
that he had lost a considerable husband, E. B. Tyner, died in ter, Mrs. Ladye Ganon of Mem- tor, officiated. Burial, under di- from the results of a broken hip Baptist Churen Tuesday aftinisauii
amount of blood.
phis; a brother, R. M. Russell of rection of Jackson Brothers Fun- and she had surgery there. No with burial in the church cemeSeptember, 1956.
Constable Adorns said he was
She leaves three sons, Charles Detroit; six grandchildren and eral Home, of Dukedom, was in hope is head at this writing.
tery. Jackson Brothers Funeral
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ross of Akron Home was in charge of arrangeAn type. of Insurance
called about 3 a. m. and at that Tyner of Martin, Kenneth Tyner
Mrs. Owen was born May 25. the Pilot Oak Cemetery.
Missionary
the
of
are
Deacons
Bapon
the
woman
here
arrested
colored
vacation
with
relatives merits. Rev. Ray Fleming officiattime
of Fulton and Gerald Tyner of several nieces and nephews.
and his brother, Mr. Jim Ross and ed.
SAVE ! GET our
and after holding her in jail a- Sunnyvale. Calif.; two sisters, Mrs.
Mrs. Owen was born May 25, tist Church were pallbearers.
Mrs. Rosa, near TIMOR.
while released her. She said a Ben Bahr of Henderson, Ky., and 1890 in Union City, daughter of
Meiners. Charlie Vincent, LaPACKAGE DEAL
David Lassiter arrived home
white man in a Ford car cut her Mrs. Erma Saunders of Detroit; a the late John and Edna McKeel
last Wednesday from Akron, Ohio, Verne Windsor, Grant Bynum,
husband. Later. her husband brother, C. E. Toler of Memphis; Russell.
mOoverhig everything"
where he is now on a convalescent Gaither Mathis and Bert Davis,
signed a warrant for her arrest, two grandchildren and several
Pallbears were Hersh L. McPhone 44111
of
Ky.
FUIEGRE,
the
committeemen
Acree
CemeDavid
was
period.
confined
to
said
Adams
that he arrested nieces and nephews.
and
Kinney, Win Smith, George Finch,
Barberton Citizens Hospital under tery, got together and were busy
her again Thursday afternoon
Virgil Patterson, Homer Smith and
St.
Labe
422
Joe H. Collins, a former resi- traction and observation several several days ago. They had gravel
charging her with attempting to
Pete Mansfield.
dent of Harris Station and Fulton weeks, for an injured neck, which poured on the newly built road
commit assault with a deadly
died in Detroit on October 25.
seems to be a severe sprain.
weapon.
Mr. Collins had lived in Detroit
Mr. Otis Haley combines reW. A Dublin, 79, died early
with his son for the past five main in fields all over this section
BE A LAWYER!
Clintonyears. He was born in Obion harvesting a large acreage of soyThe most popular profession for Friday morning at the
Mrs. Mollie Shelby of Wingo
after
His wife, Mrs. Ida Lynch beans. Crops of Buton Lassiter,
County.
presidents seems to be lawyers. Hickman County Hospital
night. died suddenly at her home Sat- Collins, died in 1940.
Doyle Frields, J. W. Bynum,
World Book Encyclopedia counts suffering a stroke Thursday
Survivors include four daugh- urday evening at 6:30. She was
Mr. Collins leaves two sons, Harvey Donoho, William Roberta
23 lawyers among our 34 presi74.
ters. Mrs. Harvey Hurd of GreenHarry and Bill Collins, both of and his son. Glenn, took advantdents.
WALKER DELUXE
Mrs. Shelby was born in Graves
field, Tenn., Mrs. Atlie Fortner of
Detroit; two daughters, Mrs. Pearl age of harvesting weather and
*Tot four, not five, not
husHer
1886.
15,
April
County,
Ho/brook, Arizona, Mrs. Edd ColGambill and Louise Collins. both have their yield off to market
seven, but 8 YEARS
bert of Clinton and Mrs. A. R. band, Charlie Shelby, died in Sep- of Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Westbrook
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Bring us your
Stephens of Fulton; one son, Wil- tember. 1944. She was the daughServices were held at 2 p m. are in Nashville visiting with his
Whiskey; 8 Years, 88.8
of the late William and Ellen
RADIO and TV Repair liam A Dublin Jr. of Mayfield; ter
Friday at the Hornbeak Funeral
Proof.
one brother, Alphis Dublin of Pa- Olive Simpson.
Home. Burial was in Shady Grove
Mrs. Shelby leaves a son, Wil
ducah; two sisters, Mr*. Zula EdCemetery.
RCA Color TO.evision
wards of West Viola. Ky. and Mrs. liam Shelby of Wingo, a daughter,
Used TV Sets for Sale
Hetsi Lewis of Graves County; 12 Mrs. Dodie Murphy of Water ValWAIT FOR THE COUNTING!
grandchildren and nine great ley, Route 2; three grandchildren,
three great-grandchildren, and
All Makes and Models
grandchildren.
Only twice has a presidential
Fifth
$3.40
Funeral services were conducted several nieces and nephews.
•
Pint
She was an aunt of Miss Willie election been thrown into the
$3.40
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Weed
Sunday at 2 p. m. at the First
MOTOROLA
House of Representatives because
% Pint
$1.70
Methodist Church with the Rev. Jean Simpson of Fulton.
Sales and Service
300 Walnut Street
Mrs. Shelby was a member of no candidate received a majority
R. A. Bivece officiating.
•
was
That
votes.
electorial
of
Phone 211
Burial was in the Clinton Cense- the Wingo Church of Christ, where
Hiram Walker A Sens, Toe.
services were held Monday morn- in 1900, when Jefferson won.
te57.
Peoria, =nob
ing at 11. Bro. Alonzo Williams in 1824, when John Quincy
of Paducah officiated. Burial, un- and in 1824, when John Quincy
Phan. MO
III Lake St.
der direction of Jackson Brothers Adams was elected, reports World
Funeral Home of Dukedom, was in Book Encyclopedia.
the Pilot Oak Cemetery.

Offer Facilities
For Teen Town

Mrs. Addle Tyner

Dewey Johnson

Joe H. Collins
Dies In Detroit

W. A. Dublin

Mrs. Mollie Shelby

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

TV REPAIR

Wood & Pruitt TV

Wade Television

And You'll Also Save
Time And Money I

Enjoy cleaner washes ,too!
No need for drudgery when
fast pickup Is as close as
your phone' Try us for the
finest in thrifty service!

PROMPT Pickup and 4elleer7!

0 K- PARISIAN
Laundry And Cleaners. Inc.
Phone 130
East State Line

HURRY...

Mrs. Matt Harris'
Mrs. Martha Frances (Matt)
Harris of Fulton, Route 3. formerly of Lynnville, died at 830 p.
Wednesday, Oct. 26, in Hinview
Hospital in Fulton, after being in
the hospital for the past two
months. She was 70.
Mrs. Harris was born August 27,
1890 in Weakley County, Tennessee. daughter of Jesse Dave and
Pernecia Ann Hamblin Harris. She
was a member of the New Bethel
Missionary Baptist Church. She
was the widow of Jimmy Lewis
Harris. who died in February,
1958.
Funeral services were held at 2
p. m. Friday at the Jackson Brothers Funeral Home chapel at
Dukedom. The Rev. Ray Fleming
officiated. Burial was in McGuire
Cemetery.
Mrs. Harris leaves six brothers.
Lonzo Harris of Bell City, Ky.,
Jesse Harris of Paris, Tenn., Charlie and Willie Harris, both tif
Lynnville, Ky.; Jimmy Harris Palmersville, Tenn., and Perlie Harris of Holtsville, Calif.; and three
sisters, Mrs. C. E. Webb of Fulton.
Route 3, Mrs. Rachel Workman
and Mrs. Nora Workman, both of
Palmersville, Route I; and several
nieces and nephews.

Bank Gardner

New
Telephom) Directory
Closes soon
Last Call for:
Changed Listings

Additional listings

Ads in tlle Yellow Pages
Don't Wait! Call our Business Office right away
Telephone
to notify us of changed listings in the
Directory. Remember,additional listings for members of your family or firm may be included for
only a small extra cost!
Mr. Businessman: Yellow Pages is the best way
to tell people how to find you. Call the Telephone
Business Office without delay so that your products
or services may be repreFind It Fast
sented in the nation's most
In The
used buying guide — YelYellow
low Pages.

Pages

SOUTHERN BELls

Judge Bunk Gardner, one of
Mayfield's mast prominent citizens, died tit 8:25 p. m. Thursday
at Fuller-Morgan Hospital after an
illness of several weeks. He was
83.
Judge Gardner, a former city,
circuit and federal judge and former United States attorney for
the Western District, had been a
patient at the hospital for about
a week.

we pay

oI

interest
savings
ON

First Industrial Plan
nit South 4th 111.
Paducah

VOTE"YES"
•

Bond money must be used to match Federal
funds . .. no bond money can be spent on
toll roads.

FOR BETTER ROADS
AND PARKS BOND ISSUE BECAUSE...
The 1956 bond issue made it possible to start the greatest
road building program in Kentucky's history. These bond funds
will soon be obligated or spent.
NOW—huge additional Federal funds are available to
continue this vast program. Over 19,000 miles of roads—in all
parts of the Commonwealth—are eligible for participation.
A "YES" vote will keep the road program going without
increasing our taxes. If Kentucky's Federal Aid funds are -aot
.
matched, they would be forfeited to other states.
If the bond issue is turned down, our accelerated road,
program would soon stop—or, our taxes must be increased to
match Federal Aid.
After careful consideration every major group in Ktmtucky
has officially endorsed the bond issue. Study this partial list—
chances are many are familiar to you:

ORGANIZATIONS THAT HAVE OFFICIALLY ENDORSED THIS BOND ISSUE
ADAIRVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ALLEN COUNTY-SCOTTSVILLE JR. CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
ASHLAND AREA LABOR COUNCIL
ASHLAND BOARD Of TRADE
MILIIIC.AN SOCIETY Of CIVIL ENGINEERS KENTUCKY
SECTION (Louisville)
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES OF KENTUCKY !Louisville)
ASSOCIATED HOME BUILDERS (Louisville)
BARBOURVILLE LION: CLUB
BLUE GRASS CHAPTER, KY. SOCIETY OF
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS (LexinCon)
BEATTYVILLE KIWANIS CLUB
BOYLE CO. FISCAL COURT (Danville)
BLUE GRASS AUTOMOBILE CLUB (Lexin(ton) --BOURPON COUNTY JR. CHAMBER Of comig$CE
(Paris)
BOWLING GREEN-WARREN CO. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
DUCIDIORN SCENIC MOUNTAIN TRAIL COMMITTEE
(eam)
IMANDEIMUIIII ROTARY CLUB
BURNSIDE CITY COUNCIL
CADIZ RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION
CADIZ CIVITAN CUM
CADIZ WOMAN'S CLUB
CAMPBELL CO CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
CARROLL COUNTY FISCAL COURT
CARROLLTON KIWANIS CLUB
COOKS AND ASST. COOKS LOCAL UNION #177
(Covlegton-Newport)
CORSIN JR. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
CORBIN CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
COVINGTON-KENTON CO. JR. CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
CYNTHiANA-HARRISON CO. JR. CHAMBER Of
COMMERCE DANVILLE CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
EASTERN KY. REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
(Pikeville)
EASTERN KY. TOURIST INDUSTRIES COUNCIL
(Middlesboro)
ELIZABETHTOWN-HARDIN CO. CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
FOURTH DISTRICT EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FRANKLIN-SIMPSON CO. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FLORENCE LIONS CLUII
.-IlLTON-SOUTH FULTON CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
C. RRA110 COUNTY M. CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
GEORGETOWN-SCOTT CO. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
GL.A.z.GOW LIONS CLUB
GREATER LOUISA INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATION
CREEP RIVER CHAPTER, KY. SOCIETY Of
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS (Owensboro)
GREEN110 RECREATIONAL ASSOCIATION (Ashland)
rREENSBUNG CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
tiARUVI COUNTY CHAMBER Of COMMERCE

HARRODSBURG KIWANIS CLUB
HART COUNTY FARM BUREAU
HAZARD LIONS CLUB
Hopairayiiii-ctoustiati co. JR. CHAMBER Of
COMMERCE
JEFFERSONTOWN ROTARY CLUB
KENTUCKY AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION
KE(Nlioucuiici(
ROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION (Harlan)
BROADCASTERS
KENTUCKY GNAWER OF COMMERCE (Louisville)
KENTUCKY COAL ASSOCIATION (Hazard)
KENTUCKY COUNCIL OF CARPENTERS (Louisville)
KENTUCKY CONSERVATION COUNCIL
KENTUCKY BANKERS ASSOCIATION (Louisville)
KENTUCKY BUILITINS SAVINGS B LOAN LEAGUE
(Lodtarvelle)
KENTUCKY DENTAL ASSOCIATION (Louisville)
KENTUCKY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (Louisville)
KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU FEDERATION (Louisville)
KENTUCKY /NI CHAMBER Of COMMERCE (Louisville)
KENTUCKY MOTOR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION
(Louisville)
KENTUCKY MUNICIPAL LEAGUE (Lexington)
KENTUqEY PARKS COMMITTEE (Frenillor0
NTUCY PETROLEUM COUNCIL (Louisville)
PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOCIATION
44 vEAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION (Louisville)
KENTUCKY
KENTUCKY URAL ELECTRIC CO-OPERAT WE CORP.
i SOCIETY Of PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
4n
KENTUCKY
(Lexington)
KENTUCKY STATE AFL-CIO COUNCIL (Louisville)
KENTUCKY STATE ASSOCIATION Of SOIL
CONSERVATION DISTRICTS
KENTUCKY STATE BUILDING II CONSTRUCTION
TRADES COUNCIL (Louisville)
KENTUCKY STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION (Louisville)
KENTUCKY RIVER CHAPTER, KY. SOCIETY Of
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS (Hazard)
KENTUCKY RURAL LETTER CARRIERS ASSOCIATION
)
kt(NCTuuncnKinyghwanimot
EtAGROCERS (Lexington)
ESAI
KUTTAWA ROTARTCL
LAWREKEBURG 'CITY COUNCIL
LEBANON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
LEITCHFIELD LIONS CLUB
LEITCHFIELD CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
BUREAU
0N Jii
LESLIE COUNTYFARM
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
LONDON-LAUREL CO. DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
LOUISVILLE AUTOMOBILE CLUB
LOUISVILLE CHAMFER Of COMMERCE
LOUISVILLE CHAPTER, KT. SOCIETY Of
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

JOHN SHERMAN COOPER, U. S. Senator
Republan ;:andidate for re-election

LOUISVILLE OIL MEN'S CLUB
MAMMOTH CAVE CHAPTER, KY. SOCIETY Of
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS (Bow'inr Preen)
MAYFIELD JR. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
MADISONVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
IAAYSVILLE JR. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
McCRACKEN COUNTY OIL MENS CLUB
MERCER CHAMBER Of COMMERCE (Harrodsburg)
MIDDLESBORO CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
UNICA/1E1EL° CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
MOTOR HOTEL OPERATORS ASSOCIATION (Lexington)
MT. STERLING JR. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
NICHOLASVILLE CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
NORTHERN KENTUCKY MOTOR CLUB (Newport)
OWENSBORO-DAYIESS CO. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
OWENSBORO JR. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
PADUCAH CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
PAINTSVKIE CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
PAINTSVILLE KIWANIS CLUB
PAINTSVIU.E ROTARY CLUB
PIKE COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
PIKE COUNTY FISCAL COURT
PINEVILLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
PINEVILLE CITY COUNCIL
PINEVILLE KIWANIS CLUB
PRESTONSIDURG JR. CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
PRINCETON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
PROVIDENCE KIWANIS CLUB
ROCKCASTLE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
(Mt. Vernon)
SALYERSVILLE KIWANIS CLUB
SECOND DISTRICT EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
SHIVELY CITY COUNCIL
SPRINGFIELD CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
ST. MATTHEWS CITY COUNCIL
SOMERSET CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
SOMERSET JR. CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
THIRD DISTRICT EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
TRIGG CO. PLANNING B DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
UNITED BRICK AND CLAY WORKERS AFL-CIO
(Olive Hill)
UPPER CUMBERLAND EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
(darbourville)
US 25 DIXIE HIGHWAY ASSOCIATION (Corbin)
WARREN COUNTY FISCAL COURT
WEST KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
WEST LICKING DIVISION AAA (Carrollton)
WESTERN KENTUCKY AFL-C10 AREA COUNCIL
(Paducah)
WHITESBURG ROTARY CLUB
WHITESBURG CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
WHITESBURG LIONS CLUB
WINCHESTER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
WILLIAMSBURG CHAMBER Of COMMERCE
WOODFORD CHAMBER Of COMMERCE

KEEN JOHNSON (former Governor)
Democratic Candidate for U. S. Senatoi

HE KENTUCKY BETTER ROADS COUNCIL?
0
BOX

1 290

a Non•politicol, public service organization

LEXINGTON, KENTURCi410

The Fulton News, Thursday, Nov. 3, 1960
When it

CLASSIFIED ADS

MAYTAG WASHERS, standar°
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

MAN WANTED: Good Opening.
Products. Year
Sell Rawieigh
around, steady work; good Profits.
See or write Horace Ward, 211 W.
MANAGER
Clay St, Clinton or Write RawSUPERVISORS
AND TWO
Leigh's Dept. KYK-1071-137 FreeOPENINGS IN THS AREA
take charge of office and field. port, Ill
Renewable
elling Guaranteed
FOR SALE: Two houses and lots,
Jospitalization and Accident and 300 Oak Street, South Fulton
Representing
Insurance.
lealth
Priced to sell. Call or see Hubert
me of the major companies well Adams, phone 1019.
known In this area. Mud be
.apable of hiring and supervising FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and
nen. Proposition open.
bulk tanks, see Southern States
Write Box K, % Fulton News Fulton Co-Operative, Central AvePhone 399
nue, South Fulton.
'OR RENT: Two-room furnished
ipartment; be vacant Saturday.
"'hone 495, Mrs. Jess Walker.
'OR PIPELINE MILKERS and
ailk tanks, see Southern States
'ailton Co-Operative, Central AvePhone 399
-me, South Fulton.
OAK TIMBER WANTED
—We buy white oak standing
timber, custom logs, custom
stave and heading bolts. Contact us for prices and specifications. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 71812 Mayfield, Ky.

WHITE

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

For The

;'OR THE B1.:S1 ifreai Lm Office
er.
Furniture buy Shaw
See James O. Butts at
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
Old equipment

BEST

'V ANTENNAS: We instan—
tiate:le—repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television

CLEANEST

,10VP• is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
11ze Morey Oakftel Company. DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.
.'OR PIPELINE MILKERS and
nilk tanks, see Southern States
.sulton Co-Operative, Central AvePhone 399
nits South Fulton.
.'OR RENAL. Flom sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance an
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTTIIS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
likk Smith Agency
CALL 62 -- 160

Mrs. Aydeloil

Real Estate m Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW

Mrs. Margaret Elizabeth Gossum Aydelott died Monday afternoon at 2:30 at her home in Water Valley. She was 97 and had
Rhone 61 been in ill health for quite some
109 Walnut
time.
warm Loans
Mrs.'Aydelott was born July 3,
1863 in Hickman County, daughConventional Loans
ter of the late William and Lydia
FHA Loans
Orton Gossum.
—The very best selection of real
She leaves four daughters. Miss
Stella Aydelott of Water Valley,
estate for sale at all times
Mrs. Marvin Bomar of Detroit,
Mrs. Lon Kimbell of Wing° and
Mrs. Shouse Roper of Mayfield;
two sons, Porter Aydelott of MemFREE PARKING!
phis and Boyd Aydelott of Detroit;
a sister. Mrs. T. W. Lamb of Water Valley; a brother, Walter Geesum of Trenton, Tenn.; 17 grandchildren, 23 greatgrandchildren
and six great-great-grandchildren.
From
Across
Funeral services were held at 2
p. m. Wednesday at the Methodist
Coca-Cola Plant
Church in Water Valley. Rev. C.
Drive-In-Service
W. Brinkley officiated. Burial was
Package Ice
in Camp Beauregard Cemetery in
Water Valley with the Whitnel
Funeral Horne of Fulton in charge

Who to the line of wisdom hews,
advertises in The News.

KENNEDY FARMERS—
/Continued from Page One/

Coroner Voelpel Continues Probe Of.
Wilson Death In Tragic House Fire

the farmer gets 28 cents. Even if
Duard Elmer Wilson, who was fire department arrived. Chief
the farmer gave his cotton away.
70
and nearly blind, lost his life Williams, Billy Westmoreland and
pay
For
to
$3.66.
you'd still have
Friday morning when the home of John McAlister, members of the
the purchase of a house dress Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hood, in High- fire department, searched the
house and found Mr. Wilson's
costing about $3.34, the farmer re- lands, was destroyed by fire.
body.
ceives 33 cents for the produced
Mr. Wilson suffered from shock,
cotton and if the farmer donated
Funeral services for Mr. Wilson
first and second degree burns of
his cotton, the house wife would
the face and hands, and of suffo- were held Sunday at 2 p. rn. at the
still pay $3.01. And take sheets cation,
according to Walter Voel- Harris Methodist Church. The
that normally sell for about $2.95
Rev. 0. A. Marrs officiated. Burial
pel, Fulton County coroner.
The farmer receives 74 cents and
under direction of Hornbeak Funhis
is
Mr.
continuing
Voelpel
again if he donated his cotton, the
eral Home, was in the Chapel Hill
investigation and has not as yet Cemetery.
sheet would still cost 61.61.
that
returned a verdict, but said
Farmers have led all other segunless
is
further
something
ments of the economy in becombrought out in the investigation
ITS A BOY!
ing more efficient. In the last 20
his verdict should be that Mr.
years the amount of farm labor
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Brown, FulWilson's death v.:as an accident as
used has decreased 46 percent:
there were no marks of any kind ton are the parents of a six pound,
whereas, the output per man-hour
eight ounce son at 8:30 a. m., Ocon his body.
has increased 145 percent. Farm
tober 29, 1960 at the Hildview
Mrs.
Shirley
18-yearMorris.
production has increased 57 perhospital.
old
the
daughter
of
said
Hoods,
cent. If in 1959 the farmers had
used 1939 production methods, she and her 14-months-old dauITS A GIRL!
the nation's food cost would have ghter, Debra Kay, were in the
been an additional 11 billion dol- yard and heard an explosion in
Mr. aad Mrs. Glenn Bell, Fullars. In 1940 one farm worker sup- the house. She said it apparently ton, are the parents of a seven
ported 11 persons but in 1959, one was caused by a gas stove.
pound. nine ounce daughter born
Fire Chief Nemo Williams said at 1:25 a. m.. October 23, 1960 at
worker supported 24 persons.
farm
DON'T MOVE WTTHOUT
Let's look at what this has cost the-house was in flames when the Hillview hospital.
CALLING COLLECT
the farmer.
Painting and paperhanging
In 1940 his investment per farm
555 FULTON, KY.
worker was $3,400. But in 1959
contractors
the investment per farm worker
CHapel 7-1833
has skyrocketed to 120.500—some
Visit our store at
16.500 more than invested by capiMAYFIELD. KY.
tal for the factory worker. From
316 Commercial Ave
a business of view, one would say
the farmer has really "cashed in"
Benj. Moore Paints
on this improvement in producWallpaper
tion. Let's set the record straight.
in 1969, the income per person for
Phone 161Q
farm population was $960 as compared to $2,202 for the non-farm
(Above): Gene Brown, Manager. and (Right)
population.
WARD'S
Kenneth Houston, Assistant Manager.
year farmers ouy more
Every
MUSIC SHOP
petroleum than any other industry,
HEAVY - DUTY ALUMINUM. SIZE D-14
6 1-2 million tons of finished
RCA and Magnavox
used
steel, rubber equal to amount
TV and Hi-Fi
in tires on all new cars. 50 milLong Termslion tons of chemicals, and more
Phone TU 39404
Union City electricity
than is used in 5 of our
-Rosy Payments
WHILE THEY LAST!
REG. $9.65 - larger cities.
(Complete stock)
Let's look at the jobs the farmGood selection of records
er creates for other people. Six to
on LP and 45 rpm
Unico - Contains MPI - 22 Rust Inhibitor
Mail orders—Special orders seven million persons are now en,
gagd in manufacturing and selling
— — All kinds-farm production supplies. 7 1-2
million persons work on farms. 10
to
repair
jobs
your
Bring
Crops. buildings,
to 11 million persons process and
WEBB'S
distribute farm products. Farm
vehicles. etc. — —
suppliers plus farm workers plus
Welding Blacksmith,
processors of agricultural products
and Machine Shop
equals two out of every five per($1.85 Gallon in'6-Gal Case Lots)
JAMES C. CROFT,
sons employed in the United
owner and operator.
States.
GET THEM FDCED
These are the facts. America
has cheap food — but it is the
RIGHT at
farmer who is subsidizing the
103 McDowell Street
American public. Farm prices
8. "'futon
Phone 399
101 Central
next to Pierce-Cequin
should and must be a level which
Lumber co
cover his costs and a reasonable
Phene 345
YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
profit.

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

Boaz & Robbins

GILLUM
I TRANSFER CO.

and

FARM LOANS

USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Fulton

Church Street

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK

greeting

Cards

GRAIN SCOOP $6.95

FARM INSURANCE

PERMANENT ANTI - FREEZE
$1.90 GALLON

-

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

RYTEX "Personalised'

RUPTURE
The New Sensational Invention
Sutherland's "Illof• Trues
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Phone Z0-.I

Felten

City Drug Co. Fulton

Are yousmoking!we now
but qnjoying itless?

To,My Friends In The Fulton
County School District:

1111APIT AMONO OIANTII. That's Dick Nolan,
defensive backfield star of the N. Y. Giants.
Nolan is a Camel smoker. He says has borrowed other brands. But Camel is the cigarette
he buys for complete smoking satisfaction.

I am happy to say that for the first time in more than four years
the Fulton County School Board is working in a great spirit of
harmony between school officials and patrons. While I do not take
full credit for this new attitude among our people, but I will say
that I havetIone everything in my power to bring about an agreeable and pleasant atmosphere in the school system and I think I have
succeeded.
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In the spirit of continuing this attitude of harmony and cooperation and with the full knowledge that my first responsibility is
to bring about better and more wholesome education for your
_ children and mine, I ask your vote and influence in my candidacy for
a full term on the Fulton County School Board.

A. B. DEMENT

•
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All of you know that I did not seek the position I now hold on
the Fulton County School Board. I was appointed by the State Board
of Education at a difficult time in school board affairs, in the
hope that the people of the Fulton County School system could direct their efforts toward better education for our school children
instead of a continuation of the long standing controversy.
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ENJOYS A CAMEL AFTER A GAM*
You'll enjoy a Camel anytime and
every time. So, If you're smoking
more these days, but enjoying it less
... change to Camels.
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*.,,.id. Tabus,011akeews.
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